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Controlling the Frightened Horee.
A writer in the Country Gentleman, in
discussing the subject of frightened
horses, gives some interesting points on
the subject of cause of fear in horses

and control of same.
NORWAY,
He says :
Οdlce Hoar»—» (ο 13—1 to 4.
The beet horsemen have been puzzled
to understand why an animal so intelliΓ. SMITH,
gent as the horse manifestly is in most
things, should at other times show so
Attorney at Law,
much foolishness and unreason. Why,
MAINE.
for instance, does a horse shy at a harmNORWAY,
Collection# a Specialty less stump? The answer to such quesHome Block.
tions is found in paleontology and psychology. The practical horseman may
A PARK.
smile at the long words, but he will,
Attorneys at Law,
nevertheless, find much that is helpful
and interesting in an attempt to interMAINE.
Κ ETHEL,
EUer" C. Park
pret the familiar facte of horse training
Addleon E. Herrlck.
in the light thrown upon the horse by
these sciences.
&
J. H.
Paleoutology may be loosely translated as the scieuce of the earliest origins;
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
it has to do with fossil remains and with
33 High Street, South Parla, Maine.
the tracing of the evolutionary develop111-12.
Telephone
ment of animals. One thing which we
learn from this science is that animals
order.
Plan·
made
to
and
Map·
frequently contrived to preserve themof the tlinberlamla and pocket map· of
selves as a race by developing specialties
ouaty for sale.
in which they excelled their enemies.
Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
When a horse shies at a stump he does
not do so because he is foolish and unintelligent, 5ut because the nervous impulse to jump away from a dark object
lurking by the roadside, which was once
Me.
so strong in his ancestors and so neces14 Main St.,
sary to the*preservation of his race, still
lingers. He does not think the stump is
a bear, as some would say, he doesn't
think anything about it. His ancestors
hud time to think on similar occasions—
if they stopped to think they ran the
risk of being pounced upon and eaten.
They jumped without thinking, at the
first glimpse of a lurking object, thon, if
Lead the thing still seemed dangerous, they
All Kinds of
lashed out at it with their heels and ran
and Iron.
away as fast as they could. The pitching and buckiug of a bronco are not
reasoned attempts to dismount the
rider, but a yielding to inherited impulse
which enabled the bronco's ancestors
J. WALDO
to rid themselves of mountain lions or
other beasts of prey which had sprung
upon their backs.
The movements of a horse are controlled absolutely by his nerves. If the
Temple Street, rear Maaonio Block,
master cau control those nerves he can
NORWAY. make the horse do just as he chooses.
Telephone Connection.
The most effective way of getting in
control of the nervous system of the
HOLLISTER S
horse is through his ears. The mechanical devices of bit and bridle and the rest
A BajT Xallota· for Busy Peopit
of tho harness, which act in part on the
Briaga Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
nervous system and in part directly on
Live
tic f
A
Constipation. Indigestion.
the muscular system, are comparatively
y Tr. ibies. Pimples, Eczema, Impure
In order to control the nervous
Κ ! Breath, Slugg-sh Bowels, Headache clumsy.
'Uai'h ·. If'· R<x<ky Mountain Tea in tab- system of the horse effectively it is
Genuine made by
eeut* u box.
f
i.
necessary to make the desirable brain
li : :*τε!» I/m ·» Company, Madison, Wis.
paths as plain and as easily followed as
G0LOEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE
possible, and to see to it that the old aud
dangerous over-grown paths are never
opened up again. Too many drivers detoo much on the harness
MAINE.
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and the whip. Much can be done by a
skillful driver with an unruly and frightened horse "as long as the rigging
holds," but the nervous "rigging" of the
horse, once properly developed, is much
more certain to hold than the best arrangement of buckles and straps ever devised.
In breaking a colt, or in rebreaking a
horse who is not as safe as he might be,
the secret of success is repetition. Every
time a nerve impulse runs over a given
path, the more certain that path is to remain open. Do not expect to stop your
horse by the word "Whoa" only, when
line.
you have dropped or broken a
Teach him to stop at the command and
without pulling the rein, and then altime it will
ways stop him that way. In
be practically impossible for him not to
atoD when he hears that word, no matter
«bat his excitement.
A colt should be handled and trained
from the first day of his life. He should
be touched and rubbed on all parts of
bis body, should be accustomed to have
strap* fastened here and there in every
place, should be taught to let you take
A
up his foot and tap it vigorously.
very young colt resents these thingH
little or not at all, and if the proper
handling is begun in his infancy, and
kept up until the usual breaking age, he
will give no trouble. A great many useful modern brain paths will have been
opened up and a great deal of reversion
to primitive instincts will be avoided.
Accustom the colt or the horse to do
as many things as possible at your word
of command without assistance from
harness or whip, both of which are
necessary instruments of instruction,
but which should be discarded as much
Through
as possible in every-day use.
the thousands of years during which
man and the horse have been associated,
the horse has learned to depend on the
tones of the man's voice for certain
kiuds of information. If the tone is the
tone of fear the horse feels, because bis
ancestors heard that tone in many battles with humnu enemies and with wild
beasts in which they shared, that it betokens danger. If the tone is that of
coolness and coutidence, the horse's
is soothed. For this
nervous system
reason we say that a horse knows when
his driver is afraid, or that he knows
who is driving him.
Accustom the colt and horse to as
to
many different things as possible,
brooms, umbrellas, engines, farm machinery, automobiles, street cars, bands,
dipping canvas, everything that you can
think of which might frighten him.
But in accustoming bim to these things,
do it gradually; never let him hurt himself or get a severe fright dutiog the
lesson.
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Developing a Dairy Cow.
Good breeding alone does not give ua
the.good dairy cow. She oomea largely
by development. Even though she
might be bred on right line·, if we make
a mistake in growing her and developing
her she may sadly disappoint as. First,
to insure success, the calf must not only
be born of parents that are well bred,

but from mature parents, to insure the
best results. No matter how good a
male we use, if he has not something at
least of maturity he will not, or at least
is not apt to, transmit his good breeding
to bis get. A sire to be prepotent must
be mature.
Supposing the young heifer calf to be
boro right, the critical point in her life
is from the time she is taken from the
cow until she is well started on to skim
milk. Nearly always we overfeed the
young calf, and especially is this true
when we change from the whole to skim
milk. We naturally say to ourselves
that skim milk is not as good as new
milk, and therefore we must feed more
of it, when really the young calf cannot
take as much. When a calf's bowels

({et derauged it is not an easy matter to
get them back into good working order,
and a cow without a good digestive tract
is invariably a failure; hence the necessity of keeping the calf's stomach in
good, healthy trim, so that when it
grows to maturity it may have that good,
strong stomach so necessary in a dairy
cow that has to consume such a large
quantity of feed as is necessary to yield
a good flow of milk.
Overfeeding is not the only cause of
weak stomachs and indigestion in calves.
Lack of cleanliness in their pen is also a
fruitful source of bowel trouble among
calves. Good fresh air and sunlight are
two necessary factors in building up a

Regular

good healthy calfhood.

exer-

cise is also another essential factor.
A dairy cow when giving a good flow
of milk must have a good pair of lungs
in order to purify the great amount of
blood that goes through the lungs every
twenty-four hours. No animal that has
been brought up confined in a filthy pen,
shut away from the pure sunlight and
denied proper exercise, can develop
good lung power. This, with good
heart action, is absolutely necessary.
In our northern latitude the dairy cow
must of necessity be confined in the
barn the most of the time in winter.
She cannot withstand this confinement
if she has not had the opportunity
earlier in life of plenty of outdoor air,
sunlight and exercise. I do not mean
by this that the young heifer should be
neglected and allowed to stay out in the
cold. Simply give her an opportunity
for reg alar outdoor exercise every day of
her life, when the weather conditions
will admit. It not only requires good
judgment but experience, to know junt
bow much and what to feed so that sbe
may reach a good degree of development and β till not be overdone. Everyone knows as soon as a heifer begins to
take on fat, that it is to her disadvantage as a milk producer.
Even when the heifer is carried up to
the point when she first freshens, the
story is not all told. Her development
must be steady from this point until
fully mature if she is to do her best
later on. Many a two-year old has been
crowded to make a great record, and
afterwards disappoints her owner. A
case of
simply overdoing. While a
heifer should be well fed, do not overdo
it. Tbe other extreme, of underfeeding
so as not to properly develop her, is
nearly as great an evil.
It takes a greater amount of good,
hard sense to properly raise a calf and
tben develop her into a good oow, than
It has
to do anything else on the farm.
been said that eternal vigilance is the
price of good stock. I would say that
eternal vigilance and lots of good cow
sense are necessary to develop a firstclass dairy cow.
This is why really good dairy cows
are so scarce and hard to get, but it is
uo reason why one should nçt keep on
striving. Everything that is really good
If diamonds were as easy
comes hard.
to gather as pebbles they would not be
worth any more. There never was a
brighter outlook than at the present for
those who are really in earnest and are
willing to work for success along dairy
lines.—Foreet Henry.
Holsteln Breeders' Association.
A meeting of farmers especially interested in the improvement of tbeir
live stock was held at Norway, Tuesday,
April 27, to consider the advisability of
organizing a co-operative breeders' association.
Tbe meeting was well attended and
mucb enthusiasm in the proposition exhibited.
After an interesting discussion of tbe
plan and purposes of the association
work it was voted to organize an association to be known as 'Oxford County
Holstein Breeders' Association," and
the following officers were elected :
President— Benjamin Tucker, Norway.
Sec. ami Treas.—Clayton 8. Mclntlre, East
Waterford.

Vice-President for Sumner—C. A. Ronney,

Kat-t Sumner.

Vice·President for Parle— E. L. Porter, West

Parie.

Vice-President

E*st Water ford.

..

for

„r

Waterford—L. E. Mclntlre,
;

Vice-President for Norway—E. J. Hobba, Nor-

*νΐοβ·President

Harrison—M. R. Wilbur,

We were

forcibly impressed

fact recently on reading a report of the
Institute
Farmers'
exercises of the
School of the short course in agriculture
at the Cornell College of Agriculture.
of the
Every one of the score and more
lectnrere, touching on feeding problems
the imion that occasion, emphasized
the needed cow
portance of growing
feeds at the farm where wanted, and
own well known
amoug them was our

The RountMJp

members,
possible at the homes of the
where the animals can be etudied and
comparisons made between the methods
and results attained by different members.
This association Is the second to be
organized in Maine and is an indication
of the interest being taken in live stock
at
improvement in the pine tree state
the present time.
State Dairy Instructor Merrill representing the department of agriculture,
was present and assisted in the organization of the association. Oxford Counas one of
ty has long been recognized
the progressive dairy couuties of the
writer
the
of
state and in the opinion
the work of the Breeders' Association
together with that of the two CowinTest
the
Associations already in operation
oounty will give a still greater stimulus
to the dairy interests of that section.
The department of agriculture holds
itself in readiness to assist in tbe organto
ization of breeders' associations and
give such aid in their direction as may
last
be practical and desirable. The
the emlegislature provided fonds for instructoloyment of an assistant dairy
direction ol
or and who will, under the
time to
the department devote his entire
of Cow
the organization and direction

Co-operative
Associations and
Breeders' Associations. Any farmer
interested in the work of either of these
with
A Stunt roe Burba nr.—Scientists associations should communicate
ant lays 80,000 eggs a the state dairy instructor at Augusta,
white
tbe
say
receive prompt atmonth. Would it, we desire to ask, from whom they will
tention and assistance.

peka Capital.

The secret of feeding hogs for profi
must be a
out lies first in the feeder, tye
The little pigs will profit by a ran
doe· not mean to
that
liberal
feeder,
time they
on tbe clean ground by the
waste much
exercise stnff the pigs so that they
are ten days old. The air and
mast have ·
bat

puts stamina into them.

AteMëAFwftai Sort* Paris. right.

"Her feelln's is harrowed some, an'
is what they needs most"
The outburst of tears was incomprehensible to the bridegroom. Already
Irritated by the McKee incident, he
took affront at the display of sentiHe cried, "I don't want any
ment.

irrigation

Λ 'Romance of Arizona

Novelised From Edmund Day's .Melodrama

By JOHN MURRAY

at my wedding!"
"It's half my wedding,"

and MILLS MILLER

crying

tearfully.

Copyright. 1008. by C. W. Dillingham Co.
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CHAPTER VII.
the living

ENTERING

room. Bud
fouud Echo surrounded by several girls from Florence aud the

neighboring ranches, who were
driving her almost distracted with
their admiring attentions, for she was
greatly disturbed about her lover's InHad she been free
from the duties of hospitality she
would have leaped ou her horse aud

explicable absence.

gone lu search of him.
Echo's wedding attire would seem as
Incongruous as Jack's to the eyes of an
easterner, yet it was entirely suited to
the circumstances, for the couple Intended as soon as they were married
to ride to a little hunting cabiu of
Jack's In the Tortilla mountains, where

they would spend their honeymoon.

She was dressed In an olive green
riding habit which slu* had brought
from the east. The skirt was divided
and reached Just below the knees. lier
blouse, of light material and brown In
color, was loose, allowing free play for

her arms and shoulders. High riding
boots were laced to the knees. A sombrero and riding gloves lay on the
table ready to complete lier costume.
Itud coldly acknowledged Echo'e affectionate and happy greeting and
curtly Informed her that Jack had ar-

rived.
She rushed out of doors, with a cry
of Joy.

Running across the courtyard toward
her lover, who awaited her with outstretched arms, she begau:
"Well, this Is a nice time, you outrageous"— Theu Polly stopped her
"Walt a
with a ΠΗ/Ck serious look.
ndnute—wait a
minute," the girl
drawled as if reining lu a too eager
"Don't commence callln* love
horse.
Time
names before you get the hitch.
enough after. He has been actln* up
Komethln' scandalous with me."
Jack threw up his hands in protest,

There's the bride an* groom
idiot!
comin' Id behind you. We can see 'em
through your legs, but we don't like
thnt kin' of a frame."
Jack had slipped his arm about
She was holding his
Echo's waist.
hand, smiling at the exuberance of
Buck McKee. who had
their guests.
been drinking freely, staggered to his
feet and hiccoughed: "Here, now, this
here don't go—this spoonin' business.
There hain't goln' to be no mush an'
milk served out before the weddin'
"Will you shut up?" admonished Slim
Hoover.

"Xo, siree!" cried the belligerent McKee. "There hain't no man here can
shut me lip. I'm Buck McKee, I am,
an' when I starts lu on weddin' festivities 1 deal"—
"This is one game you are not in on,"
iuiswered Jack quietly, feeling that he
would have to take the lead In the settlement of the unfortunate interruption of the fun.
"That's all right, Jack," McKee bewail, holdiug out his hand. "Let bygones"—

Jack was In uo mood to parley with
the offender. McKee had not been InThe young
vited to the wedding.
bridegroom knew that if the first offense was overlooked it would ouly
encourage him and he would make
trouble all the evening. Moreover, he
disliked Buck because of his evil habits

and ugly record.

but made under the stress of necessity. The broad windows were trelllsed with vines, through which filtered
A cooling evening
the sunshine.
breeze stirred the leaves lazily. The
chairs were broad and comfortable,
the workmanship of the monks of the

In the corners
mission.
stood squat earthen water Jars of
Mexican molding. On the adobe walls
were hung trophies of the hunt, war
bonnets and the crudely made adornments of the Apaches. Navajo blankets covered the window seats and
were used as screens for sets of
shelves built Into the spaces between

neighboring

the windows.

S&rt them of their food,
plenty so that they

they
can

keep growing.

There Is none of the com·
some."
mingling of sexes seen In the cast.
At a dance the girls sit at one end of
the room, while the men group themselves about the doorway until the
Then each will
music strikes up.
seize his partner after the boldest has
made the first move. When the dance
measure ends, the cowboy will rarely
escort his partner to her seat, but will
leave her to find her way to her chum,
while he moves sheepishly back to the
doorway, to Ικ· received by his fellows with slaps on the back and loud
Jests. At table cowboys carry ou little conversation with the girls. They
talk among themselves, but at the wo
The presence of the girls lead*
meu.

them to play many pranks ou one
another. The Ice Is long In breaking
for their habitual reserve Is not easily
Later In the evening thlf;
worn off.
shyness Is less marked.
As Jack and Echo entered the door
hi.··
way Parenthesis had arisen from
seat at the head of the table and

"Fellow citizens"—
Confused cries of "Sit down." "Let
him talk." greeted him.
Sagebrush held up his baud for si
"Go ahead. Parenthesis." he
lence.
cried encouragingly.
Pareutliesls climbed on a chair and
put a foot on the table. This was tor
much for the orderly soul of Mrs
Allen. "Take your dirty feet off my
was

beginning,

tablecloth!" she commanded, making
threatening move toward the offender.
Allen restrained her, and Fresno
caused Parenthesis to subside by yelllog: "Ovt down offeu that table, you

a

show symptoms of Joining.
Polly sought to soothe the trouble by
pushing Jack playfully to one side and
saying: "Oh, stop It all! Look here,
Echo Allen; you know your hair ain't

fixed yet"
"An' the minister due here at any
minute," added Mrs. Allen.
"Come along; we will take charge of
The girls
you now," ordered Polly.
gathered in a group about the bride,
bustling and chatting, telling her all
men were brutes ut times and, looking
at the fat sheriff, who blushed to the
roots of his hair at the charge, that
Slim noover was the worst of the
lot.
Mrs. Allen pushed them away
and again fell weeping on Echo's
shoulder. "Hold on uow. They ain't
t soul goin' to no nothin' for her except
her mother," she whimpered.
"There she goes again." said Jack In

dis*.'"

"Iii
,τοΐη' to take my child away
from mo." wailed the mother.
Tears were streaming down Echo's
cheek. "Don't cry, mother." she wept.
"No, no, don't cry," echoed the girls.
"It's all for the best" began Polly.
"It's all for the best; It's all for the
best." chorused the group.
"Well, I'll be"— gasped Jack.
"Jack Payson, you Just ought to be
said Polly,
ashamed of yourself,"
■tamping her foot. "You nasty, mean
old thing!" she threw In for good

lite. The editor bad grasped the most
striking feature of the puncher's phys-

ical characteristics for a label.
Parenthesis beamed on the minister.
"I was born on horseback," he replied.
"That fellow there with a front tooth
Is Show Low," began Slim, speaking
like a lecturer In a freak show. "The
one without a front tooth Is Fresno, a
California product. This here chap
with the water dob hair Is Sagebrush
Charley. It makes him sore when you

plain Charles."
"Charley beln' a Chink name."
plemented Its owner.
call him

sup-

Silence fell over the group, for they
did not know what was the proper
thing to do next. Λ minister was to
be respected and not to be made one
He must take the lead In
of them.
Mr. Price was at
the conversation.
a loss to begin.
He had not recovered

from the roughness of his welcome, so Slim took the lead again.
"I henrd you preach once up to Flor-

fully

ence," he announced, to the profonnu
astonishment of his bearers.

you till the fatal moment."
"I'm game," responded Juck grimly.
"I know what's coming, but I won't

squeal."

"You'll git all that's a-comln'
you." grinned Allen.

ForciH(j him

to

open his fingers and drop
his tjun.

"You came to this wedding without
Invite!" exclaimed Jack.
"I'm here." he growled.
"You're not wanted."

au

"What!" shouted McKee,

pallugwlth

anger.

Turning to his friends, speaking
calmly and paying no attention to the
aroused desperado, Jack said: "Boys,
you all know my objection to this man.
Dick Lane caught him spring before
last slitting the tongue of one of Uncle
Jim's calves."

"It's a lie!" shouted McKee. pulling
his revolver and attempting to level it
at his accuser. Hoover was too quick
for him. Catching him by the wrist,
he deftly forced him,to drop the muz-

zle toward the floor.
With frightened criée the girls huddled in a corner. The other cowboys

upset chairs, springing to their feet,
drawing revolvers halfway from holsters as they did so.
Hoover had pressed his thumb Into
the back of McKee's hand, forcing him
to open his fingers and drop bis gun
on the table.
Picking It up. Hoover
■napped the weapon open and emptied
the cylinders of the cartridges.
Jack made no move to defend himself.

He was aware bis friends could

It'll be at a little swaree uv my own."
l'C»et!" was Jack's laconic and omi-

command.
With assumed carelessness McKee
answered: "I'm a-gettln'. Well, gents,
I hope you all *11 enjoy this here pink
tea. Say. Bud. put a piece uv weddin'
cake In yer pocket fer me. I wants to
dream on It."
"Who brought him here?" asked
nous

.lack, facing Jils guests.

"I did." nuswered Bud defiantly.
"You might have kuown better." wae
Jack's only comment.
"I'm not saying who's to come and
go. This isn't any of my wedding."
Polly «topped further comment by
layiug her hand over his mouth and
slipping Into the seat beside him.
"Well, let It go at that." said Jack,

closing the Incident.
He rejoined Echo as he spoke. The
Mrs.
guests repeated themselves.

Allen laid her baud on Jack's shoulder
aud said, "Just the same, It ain't right
an' proi>er for you to be together before the ceremony without a chap-

eroule."

right nice la ever
right proper," laughed Slim.
"Well, It ain't the way folks does
back east," replied Mrs. Allen tartly,
"Nothln*

that's

glaring at tbe sheriff.

"Blast the east!" growled Allen. "We
does thlugs in our own way out here."
With a
mischievous smile, Slim
at his comrades and then sol-

glanced
emnly observed, "Still,

I hear they does
make the two contractln' parties sit off
alone by themselves"—
"What for?" asked Jack.
"Why, to give them the last bit of
enjoyment they're goln' to have

quiet

for the rest of their lives," chuckled

Slim.

The cowboys laughed hilariously
Uw tally, but Mrs. AUeu. throwing her
at

to

fall into some trap. The answers made
by the boys did not seem to flt particularly well with what be expected
and was accustomed to. The parson
could not make out whether the boy*
Were joking with him or whether their
replies were unconscious humor on

their part.
"Yep; I lost an election bet an' bad
to go to church," answered Slim in all

seriousness.
The cowboys laughed, and Mr. Price
iaaely replied, "Oh, yes, I see."
"It was a good show," continued
611m, doing his best to appear at ease.

The frantic corrections of his companions only made him tlounder about the
more. "Excuse me," he apologized. "I
mean that I enjoyed it."
"Do you recall the subject of my
discourse," Inquired Mr. Price, coming
to his assistance.
"Your what course?" asked Slim.
"My sermon?" answered the parson.
1 should say yes," replied the

"Well,

sheriff, greatly relieved to think that
he was once more out of deep water.
"It was about som· Shorthorn that
Jumped the home corral to maverick
around loose in the alfalfa with a
bunch of wild ones."
The explanation was too much for
Mr. Price. Great student of the Bible
that he had been, here was one lesson
which he had uot studied. As told by
Slim, he could uot recall any text or
series of texts from which he might
have drawn simllee fitted for his cowcongregation, when he had one.

"husks." Slim was repeating
version of the parable of the

prodigal

sou.

THE

η

dance
about the table
when he entered
the room. For a
The Hew Samuel
tomtom parenPrlcc.
thesis was beatil IK a bucket wltn α gouru ana emuiiug
strange cries with each thump. The
noise and shouts confused the. minis
As he was blundering among the
ter.
dancers they fell upon him with warwhoops, slapping him on the back and
crushing his straw hat over his ears.
Slim was the first to recognize the
minister. He dashed Into the group
and. swinging several aside, cried tc

sculp

the others to desist.
"Pardon me, but do I iutrude upon η
scalp dance?" smilingly asked the parson.

"You sure have. Mr. Price," laughed
Slim. "We hain't got to the seal pin'
part yet, but we're flxln' to dance off

tan.

"Now, if you'll kindly show me
where"— began Mr. Price.
"Sure. All the liquor's in the kitchen," said Sagebrush, expanding with
hospitality.
Slim

pushed Sagebrush

back into his

chair, and Parenthesis tapped the min-

ister on the shoulder to distract his attention.
"Thanks. I meant to ask for a place
to change my clothes."
"Sure you mustn't mind Sagebrush
there," apologized Parenthesis. "He's
alius makln' breaks. Let me tote your

bag. Walk this way."
"Good day, gentlemen," smiled Mr.
Price. "When you are up my way I
trust you will honor my church with
your presence"—adding after a pause—
"without waiting to lose an election
war

bet."
•The entrance of a greaser to refill
diverted the attention of the
niasses
Payson's scalp tonight."
guests until the most Important funcPeering at him with nearsighted tion for them was performed. With
eyes, Mr. Price extended his hand, say- "Hows!" and "Here's to the bride!"
ing. "Ah, Mr. Hoover, our sheriff. Is
they drank the toast. Slim, as major
It not?"
domo of the feast, felt it incumbent
Slim wrung the parson's hand until
upon himself to keep the others in orthe preacher winced. Hiding hie dis- der. Tnrnlnsr angrily upon Sagebrush,
comfort, he slowly straightened out he Raid. "Why did you tell the sky
his fingers with a painful grin. Slim
pilot where the liquor was?"
had not noticed that he bad hurt the
"I was Just tryln' to do the right
hie
of
greetparson by the heartiness
answered Sagebrush defiantly.
thing,"
ing. With a gesture he lined op the I "Embarrassin' us all like that You
V,
cowboys for Introduction.
ought to know that parsons don't hit
"Yes, sir, the boys call me 811m be- up the gasoline—In public," scolded
cause I ain't."
Pointing to the first Slim.
one In the group, be exclaimed, "This
"I never
muttered
Is Parenthesis."
Mr. Price looked at the awkwardly
bowing cowboy In amazement The
He could
name was a puzzle to him.
not grasp the application. "The edltoi
of the Kicker," explained Slim, "called

him that because of his legs beln' ball!
that way." Mr. Price was forced to
imlle Is aplte of Us effort» to be 00·

when arrangements

were

being

Fresno bad to
made for the feast.
blame some ode, however.
By this
time Sagebrush had returned, carrying

a

bag.

"What did you get?" asked Sliin.
"Corn," replied Sagebrush laconical-

ly.

Show
"Ain't he the darndest!"
Low expressed the disgust which th<*
others showed.
"Why, darn it." shouted Slim, shaking his fist at the unfortunate Sagebrush, "you can't let the bride an'
proom hop the home ranch without
It's bad medichuckln' rice at 'em.

interrupted

Fresno.
"What does rice mean, anyhow?"
asked the bewildSred Sagebrush.
"It means somethin' about wishin'
'em good luck, health, wealth an' prosperity an' «11 that sort of thing. It's η
sign au' symbol of Joy," rattled off

corn

want tu settle auy old claim agin Jack,
I'm actin' as his suhstitoot for blru thi4

eveniif."

"On the contrary," said Lane, with
smile at Sagebrush's outbreak, "b·
has a < I aim ajrainst me."
It w:!« Min h a pleasant, kindly look
ho ga'-e Sagebrush that the foreman

a

: •... armed completely.
"I'll tell him," he said over his shoul-

An

der.
I)i I; mused over the chau?cs that
had occurred since ho had left the region. Two years' absence from a growing country means new faces, new
randies and the wiping out of old landmarks with the advance «>f population
and the invasion of the railroad. He
wondered if Jack would know him
witli his beard. He kuew-his mirror
told him—that his api»earance had
changed greatly, and he looked twenty
years older than on the day he left the

old home rauch.

Sagebrush.

Slim jerked open the top of the baji
while Sagebrush stood by helplessly.
"Well, the darned Idiot!" he muttered
"If he ain't gone
ns he peered iuto it.
an' got it ou the ear!" he contluued a<*
he pulled a big ear out.
"All the better," chuckled Sage
"We'll chuck 'em Joy in
brush.
bunches."
"Don't you know that If you lilt the
bride with a club like t!ih you'll put
her plumb out?" cried Slim.
Sagebrush was not cast down, however.
Always resourceful, he suggest
ed, "We'll shell some fer the bride,

but we'll hand Jack his in bunches."
The Idea appealing to the punchers,
Some
each grabbed an ear of com.
brandished the ears like dubs; others
aimed tlieui like revolvers.
"I'll keep ihis one," said Slim, picking out an unusually large ear. "it's

I'll get one of the greasers to
a 44.
shell some fer the bride."
The bride was arrayed in h<>r wediug gown. Mrs. Allen was ready f<>r
The fjirN
a fresh burst of weeping.
had assembled in the large room In
whhh the ceremony was to be performed. I'olly acted as herald for the
cowboys. Appearing in the doorway,
she commanded, "Say, you folks coiue

an' get seated!"
Slim stood beside I'olly »s the boys
His general ad
marched past him.
monition was. "The first oue of you
Shorthorns that makes a break I'ui go

on

in* to bond a gun over your head!"
The guests grinned cheerfully as
they marched past the couple.
"There's a heap of wickedness lu
that buucb," remarked Slim piously

"ΙΓ7:ι> mmj ijoit lu 7"
[lis trend of thought was interrupted by the entraîne of Jack on the
porch from the house.
"My name's Paypon." Jack began
hurriedly, < asting a hasty glance hackward iulo iho hallway, for the ceremony was about to begin. "You want

me?"
"Jack," cried I>ick, holding

to see

out his
old man, don't
falteryou know me?" he continued
Ingly, seeing no sign of recognition In

hand

eagerly—"Jack,

his friend's eyes.

Payson gasped, shucked and startled.
The man before him was a stranger
In looks, but tlie vol o-the voice was
that of Dick Lane, the last man In the
world bo wanted to see that moment.

Frightened. almost betraying himself,
lie glanced nt the half open door. If
Dick entered he knew Echo would be
lost to him. She might love him truly
and her love for Dick might have
passed away, but lie knew that Echo
would never forgive him for the de-

"// he ain't 'jonc aiΓ jot It on the ear!"
to the girl. Tossing « flower to him as
she darted away, she cried, "You alu't
uoue too gocd yourself, Slim!"
"Alu't she a likely filly V" nnised the
"If there's anybody
lovesick sheriff.
that could uiuke uio good it's her. I'm
all lu. If ever I get the nerve all at
ouce. darn me if I don't ask her right
out!"
Hut Sllm's courage oyzed as quickly
as it had risen, and. with a sigh, he
followed his companions to the wed-

ding.

ception

that

lie

had

her.

practiced upon

Grasping his friend's hand weakly,
he faltered, "Dick—Dick Lane!"
Jack realized he must act quickly.
Some way or somehow Dick must be
kept out of the house until after the
marriage. Then he. Jack, must take
the consequences. Dick saw his hesiIt was not what lie had extation.
pected. Rut something dreadful might
have happened while he was away,
there had been so many changes.
"Why. what's the matter?" he asked
anxiously. "You got uiy letter? You

knew I was coming*'"
CHAPTER IX.
"Yes, yes, I know," lamely answered
LANE ou leaving the hosJack. "Rut I expected notice. You
went
Chihuahua
at
pital
know you said"—
straight to the fortified ledge
"I couldn't wait. Jack, I'm a rich

DICK

where he had made his heman, thanks to you"—
roic defeuse. As he conjectured, the
"Yes, yes; tlist's ali right," said Payfirst
there
had
got
renegade McKee
son. disclaiming the praise of the man
burand found and made off with the
he had so grievously wronged with a
ied treasure. So I)lck manfully set to
hurried acknowledgment of his gratiIt
work to replace his lost fortune.
tude.
seemed too slow work to go to his
"And I hurried back for fear Echo"—
mine and dig the gold he immediately
"Oh. yes. I'll tell her about It when
so he
of
the
out
ground,
required
she's ready to bear It."
struck out for civilization to sell some
"What is the mailer, Jack? Are y< 11
of his smaller claims. In the course of
keeping something from me? Where
a month, at the end of which Ills wanIs she?"
derings brought him to Tucson, he had
"In there," said Pays, η feebly, pointto
give
sold enough of his holdings
to the door.
ing
him $3.000 in ready cash. As he was
Dick eagerly started to\v.:rd i'e
near the Sweetwater, he resolved not
house, but Jack halted him, Kay In 5:
to express the money to Payson, but to
"No. you mustn't go In now. Then s
take it himself.
a party—you see. she hasn't been well;
He entered the courtyard of Allen
doesu't expect you 1 ni. 1 !. The shock
Hacienda while the wedding was tikmight be too much for her."
friends
of
his
ing place within. None
It
r.*<\
Jack grasped at the lan.e
frame
His
him.
wculd have recognized
lie
was the tirst to come to his mind,
head
v.ms emaciated from sickness; his
This experience
must think quickly.
was drawn back by the tortur» which
He
was tearing the heart out of him.
ho had suffered; he limped upon feet
could not save himself from betrayal
that had been distorted by the firemuch longer.
brands In McKee's hands, and his face
[to be continued.!
was overgrown by an unkempt beard.
Sounds of laughter fell upon his ears
He heard
as he mounted the steps.
Too Good to Waste.
Fresno shout to Slim to hurry up, as
A churchgoer and a backslider met
he was telling the story about a fel- on the hillside. The churchgoer was
low that was so tanked up he could hound double quick for the church at
say "sasaparella."
Dieh halted. "There must be some
sort of a party going on here," he
thought to himself. "It won't do to
If
take Echo too much by surprise.
Jack got my letter and told her. It's all
not

right, but If U miscarried the shock
might kill her. I'll see Jack first."

I)l< k had ridden first to Sweetwater

ranch, but fouud the place deserted.
The party, he mused, accounted for
this. While he was planning α-way to
attract the attention of some « ne In the
house and to get I'ayson to the garden
without letting Echo know of his presence Sagebrush Charley, who had espled the stranger through the window,
sauntered out on the i»or< h to InvestiEvery visitor to the territory
gate.
ueeded looking over, ivpet Lilly after

the trouble with Puck M Kcc.
Sagebrush was bound that there
ehouid lie no hitch nt the wedding of
his boss.

"Howdy?" greeted

Lane

pleasantly.

herded with parsons none."
Parenthesis diplomatically avoided
my further controversy by calling:
They're gettin' ready. Jim's got Jack
> the back room tryln' to cheer him
tip. Boys, is everything ready for the

demanded Slim

the uame?" asked
brush, his suspicious returning.

sulkily,

paper by Sagebrush.
"Say, my name's Sagebrush Charley,"
he cried, with u show of importance.
If you
"I'm ranch boss for Payson.

now, nln't there more Joy In
than in rice?" triumphantly asked

"I'm looking for Jack Payson."
"That so?" answered Sagebrush.
"Who may you be?"
"I'm a frieud of his."
The foreman could see no drinker to
this weak, sleklv man
eouie from
"Then walk right in," he invited. "He'n
Inside."
Sagebrush was about to re-enter the
house when Dick baited bitn with the
request. "I wnnt to see him out here—

Sagebrush

"Tell lilm an old friend from Mexico."
Sagpbrush did not like the actions of
tiie stranger and liis secrecy. Lie was
there to tight his boss' battles, if he
hail any. This was not in the contract, but it was a part read into the

Slim.
"Well,

"Husks?
Oh, the prodigal son!"
smiled Price.
"That's him," Slim sighed, with relief. "This here feed not bein' up to
grade, Prod he 'lows he'd pull his

had
until
be
maneuvered
Slim
reached the door, blocklug Jack's way.
back home, square himself
As the bridegroom started to leave tin; freight
with the old mun an' start a new
room he took his hand and with an
deal"—
assumption of deep dejection and sorSagebrush was deeply interested in
row bade him "Goodby."
Its charm bad attracted
the story.
Jack,
"Oh, dry up!" laughed
pushing
as it had scholars and outcasts
him,
the sheriff aside. Halting, he requestsince lirst told 2,000 years ago on
ed, "One thing I want to understand alike
of old Judea.
right now-If you're going to fling any the plains
"Did he stand for it?" he Interrupted.
old boots after me remove the spurs."
"He sure did," eloquently replied
"This here's a sure enough event,
and delighted
an' I'm goin* to tap the barrel an' Slim, who was surprised
he was makthrow away the bung.
Wow!" shout- with the great impression
at church. "Oh,
his
with
experience
ing
ed Sagebrush.
he was a game old buck, he was. Why,
the minute he sighted that there proCHAPTER VIII.
sun a-litnpin' u ν rows the mesa
Price was digious
Itev. Samuel
he run right out an' fell on his neck"—
the representative of the Chris"An' broke it," cried Fresno, slapping
tian army In Pinal county, Ariz.,
with his hat in his delight
Sagebrush
at the time of our story.
He
at getting at the climax of the story
was long and lank, narrow in the chest,
before Slim reached it.
with sloping shoulders.
Even life on
The narrator cast a glance of suthe plains could not eradicate the
disgust at the laughiug puncher.
preme
scholarly droop. His trousers were
he shouted; "he hugged him.
"No,"
black, and they bagged at the knees.
Then he called in the neighbors, barWhen riding his trousers would work
becued a yearlln' calf an' give a barn
up about his calves, showing a wide
dance, with fireworks in the evenin'."
expanse of white socks. For comfort
"That's all right in books," observed
he wore an alpaca coat, which bung
Sugebrush, "but if I'd made a break
about
loosely
like that when I was a kid my old
him, juid for the
man would 'a' fell on my neck for fair."
of
bis
dignity
"That was a good story, parson. It's
profession the
ain't it?" asked Slim as a
straight,
only boiled shirt
wave of doubt swept over him.
in the county,
"It's gospel truth," answered the
tvith a
frayed
minister. "Do you know the moral of
collar and white
the story?"
strlug tie.
"Sure." replied Slim. With a confiThe Rev. Mr.
dence born of deep self assurance, Slim
l'rice was liked
launched the answer, "Don't be a fatby the settlers.
ted calf."
He never InterAt first his hearers did not grasp the
fered with what
full force of the misapplication of the
they considered
parable. Mr. Price could not refrain
their relaxations,
from laughing. The others Joined with
and he had the
him when the humor of the reply
saving grace of
dawned upon them. Pointing scornfulhumor.
ly at the fat sheriff, they shouted gleeThe guests were
fully, while Slim blushed through his

performing

corral.
"I told you not to let him have anything to do with it," said Fresno,
glaring at hie fellow workers. Each
was silent, as the accusation was general. and none had been taken into
the confidence of Sagebrush and Fres-

"Indeed," pçlitely responded Mr.
cine."
Price, feeling the futility of making
"Ain't he disgustln'!"
any further observation. He feared to

boy
"Really, I"— he began.
Slim,,however, was not to be Interrupted. If he stopped he never could
begin again, he felt. Waving to the
that." remarked Allen sympathetically.
to be silent, he continued his
preacher
"They fuss If their girls marry, an'
description, "When his wad was gone
they fuss If they don't. Why, my ma
the bunch threw him down, an' he had
carried on somethln' scandalous when
to hike for the sagebrush an' feed with
me."
Josephine roped
the hogs on husks an' eeeh like winter
All of the men chuckled except Jack.
fodder."
"I'm appointed a committee," ccnminister
The
caught the word
tined the old rancher, "to sit up with
his own
"Did you ever see such darned car-

"That's so—I forgot. I couldn't get
rice, though. Dawson didn't have
none."
Without telling what he did get,
Sagebrush ran froui the room to the
no

no

ryings on?" said the bridegroom In
disgust. "What have I done?"
All mothers Is Just like
"Shucks!

fir!.

celling beams, hewn with axes, were
uncovered, irlvlmr an old English effeet, although this was not striven for,

"Ain't I losin' my daughter?" sobbed
Mrs. Allen.
"Ain't you getting my mother's eon?"
snapped Jack.
The men howled with glee at the
rude badinage, which only called forth
a fresh burst of weeping on the part of
Mrs. Allen, In which the girls began to

bridegroom.
The cowboys enjoyed the scene immensely. It was a bit of human comeFirst they
dy totally unexpected.
Imitated the weeping women and then
laughed uproariously at Jack.

shouted "you."
With her hand on Jack's shoulder
Echo said: "Polly, you are a flirt.
You've too many strings to your bow."
"You mean I've too mony beaus to
my strings!" laughingly answered the

kitchen to tell the men that the bridebe
groom had arrived, but couldn't
seen until the brkle was through with
So
an Important Interview with him.
she hustled them all Into the living
room, where the girls were.
This room was a long and low apartThe heavy
ment, roughly plastered.

Echo

Mrs. Allen led Echo from the room.
The girls followed, crying, "You nasty,
mean old thing!" to the unfortunate

hastily denying any probable charge
that the tease might make. "Why, I
haven't been saying a word!" lu» cried
Polly laughed as she ran to the door.
"No. you haven't." she answered
mockingly, as one agrees with a child
whose feelings have been hurt. "lie's
only been telliu* me he loved"—
Pausing an Instant, she pointed at
Echo, ending her sentence with a

"You'll have Slim Hoover and Bud
Lane shooting eaeh other up all on
your account" cbided Echo.
"Nothln' of the kind," pouted Polly.
But I
"Can't a girl have friends?
know what you two are waitln' for."
"What?" asked Jack.
"You want me to vamose. I'm hep.
I'll vain.**
And Polly ran Into the

pouted

measure.

Polly carried In on a tray a large protect him.
Vice-President for Otlsfleld—t red C. Weston, bowl of punch surrounded by glaeses
"That'll do," he said to the raging,
HarrUon R. D. 3.
and gourds. This was received with disarmed puncher. "You can go. Buck.
...
Vice-President for Oxford—Ira Harrlman,
riotous demonstrations. She placed It When I want you In any festivities
Executive Committee—L. E. Mclntlre, East
In the center of a table made of I'll send a special invite to you."
Waterfonl; A. D. Cummlngs, Parle R. D.3; C.
planks laid on trestles and, assisted
"I'm sure much obliged," sneered
A. Honney, East Sumner.
served the men lib- McKee, making his way toward the
This association is organized to pro- by the other girls,
mote the breeding and improvement of erally from the bowl.
door.
The guests showed the effects of
"Here's your gun," cried Slim, tosshigh grade and pure bred Holstein cattle
northern
the
and
Their
part
in Oxford County
outdoor life and training.
geslug the weapon toward him.
of Cumberland, and to aid its members tures were full and free. The tones
McKee caught the weapon, mutterin buying, selling and exchanging first of their voices were high pitched, but
ing "Thanks."
class animals.
the
they spoke more slowly than their
"It needs cleanln'," sneered
Only practical farmers who will agree eastern cousins, as If feeling the necessheriff.
to improve their herds by breeding the
even when confined, of making
females exclusively to pure bred Hol- sity,
Turning at the doorway, McKee said,
No one lolled In
stein sires are accepted to membership every word carry.
"I hain't much stuck on weddln's, anyand retained as members so long as they his seat, but sat upright, as If still way." Looking at Jack, he continued
comply with this and other require- having the feel of the saddle under threateningly. "Next time we meet
Harrison R. D. 3.

for

cost of the
cows were able to return the
the cows fed, are prefrom
bill
grain
of thi*
pared to realize the importance
teaching and would seem to be prepared
to profit from it.
of the
Just now we are at the opening
season for
putting such recommendations into practice. There is ni whore
that grain will
any assurance to be seen
be of lower cost next winter than during
its
tbe last, or that the products from
feeding will be of higher selling values
The course then to pursue is to grow
now
tbe feeds wanted on the farm, and
shall
is the time to plan what the feeds
Test
be.—Maine Farmer.

white
would it be possible to cross the
ant with the Plymouth Rock hen?—To-

about Echo's ueck, burst Into
tears, crying, "My little girl!"
"What's the use of openln' up the
sluices now, Josephine?"
"Let her alone, Jlin," drawled Slim.
arms

Raise the Feed at the Farm.
ments of the by-laws.
him.
The scientist, lecturer, teachers are
The membership fee is fixed at one
the
Toward women In all social gatherthe
to
around
position
all coming
dollar payable annually. One regular
Parmer has long been maintaining, and at least three special meetings are to ings the cowboys act with exaggerated
namely, to grow the feed for the oows be held each year. It i> proposed to chivalry; but, as Sagebrush would deon the farm where the cows are kept.
scribe It. they "herd by their loneas many of the special moetings as
with this hold

Pr«f Jordan.
All Work
This teaching comes from able men
teed.
Outran
who are making a study of economic
feedings for the benefit of the practical
in our state, fre-b
A little out of the way dairyman. Dairymen
from the experiences of the past winter,
walk.
to
it
but pays
fresh
where none but those handling
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privately.··
getaway?"
"What's
"Sagebrush, did you get that rice?"

Sage-

the foot. The backslider, oddly enough,
was going up.
"HI! You're going the wroug wayl"

called the churchgoer.
The backslider yelled back, but his
answer was lost.
"Say," he demanded of the churchhear what
goer the next day. "did you
I said?"

"No."

You
"Well, It's too good to waste.
l
said 1 was going the wrong way
said you seemed to l»e going downhill
York Sun.
pretty fast yourself."--New
Gave Her Room.
A gentlemau who had a very large
in a street In
nose while walking
to a
Leeds the other day was subject
of
fen reuiarkivabout It. The height

reached
was
hoWever,
In
when a woman stop|»ed a few yards
a good
front of htm apparently to have
The gentleman also stoplook at it
hold of his nose with
and
taking
cd
i
on
his linger and thumb, pushed It
!>ne side and calmly said:

Impudence,

"Now, then, missus, can you pass
now?"
She went on.—London Tlt-Blts.

A Pair of Bull··
Here are a couple of Irish bulls. A
coffin,
son of Erin, seeing a very tiny
exclaimed. "Is It possible that tb it
coffin was Intended for any llvlni; creature?" An Irish judge thus addressed
and
η prisoner. "Yon are to be hanged,
to
a
you."
warning
will
it
I

hope

prove

BadcfMd.
Bethel.
Mr. and Mr·. Gay 0. Gardner of Dix·
Saturday, May 1, a apeclal town meetWeet Pari· Grange bad a iuoceeeful
®r£ord
town voted to ac- field were with Mr. Gardner'· parents
■upper Thunday ol this week from β te ing wa· held and the
aeleotmen over Sunday.
ISSCIϋ TUESDAYS.
18 o'clock at Centennial Hall with » good cept the road laid out by the
Mise Alice Nnlty and Miss Iva Gardner
Russell
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL attendance. In the evening the Grange from Elm to Main Street. F. J.
Portland where
at Don- resigned as road commissioner and War- returned Saturday from
ladlee had an "old folks' ball
have been learning the millinery
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, MAY 11, 1906.
ham1· Hall, between forty and fifty ren Emery was elected to fill the office. they
Saturday evening the First Univers- business.
couples being present. A good time »
The local lodge of Odd Fellows oballst parish of Bethel held^ its annual
reported. Net proceeds over 120.
ninetieth anniversary of the
atwood a Forbes,
West Paris Public Library Assoclatlor meeting and extended a unanimous call served the
Paris Hill.
a special serat the to Rev. J. H. Little of South Paris to founding of the order by
annual
business
its
I
held
meeting
Editor· and Proprietor·.
First Baptist Church, Rev. β. W. Γ. Htl, pas
become its pastor. Mr. Little has ac- vice at the Baptist church Sunday afteron
Bates
of
C.
home
L.
evening,
Friday
m
at
10:45
l,
tor.
Preaching every Sunday
the call and will begin his labors noon at 2 o'clock. Rev. F. M. Lamb
A. E. FOKBKS.
GltOROK M. ATWOOD.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening servie» May 7. Reports showed a cash balance cepted
delivered the address and music was
at 7 38.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening a on hand of over $230 and over 650 vol· June 1st.
7 30.
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday befon
As Mr. White
Tuesday evening a most enjoyable con- furnished by a male quartette. There
A1 ! omee in the library.
Tkbws —11.50 % ve«r If paid strictly In advance, the let Sunday of the month at 2 50 p. M.
Odd Fellows
needs the space in his pharmacy where cert was given in Odeon Hall with Har- was a large attendance of
«nherwlee $-.00 a year. Single copies 4 cenu. not otherwise connected are cordially Invited
the library is located it was voted to see riet Marble of Gorham, Ν. H., reader, and Rebekabs.
All legal advertisements
Λ dvkktiakmkn ra :
solos
lire. Mary K. Daniel, who died ii I if a
Evening Star lodge of Masons conare given three eonsectlvc insertions for fl.v
place could be secured for the while the music consisting of vocal
in her 88th year
and quartettes, with piano duets by ferred the F. C. degree on one candifolas
per Inch In length of column. Special contract» Greenwood April 24th
were
elected
Officers
library.
made with local, transient and yearly advertls- was the daughter of the late Thomas
Misses Hall and Merrill, was rendered by date at the regular meeting Monday
lows:

glcraocrat,

She

WMt ΡιΗ».
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Crocker of Pari* Hill. Burial io Hill- I
President— Mr. Clarence G. Morton.
side Cemetery.
I vice-President—Mre. Elva E. Locke.
Dr. Charlotte F. Hammond arrived I secretary—MUe Jennie M. Brown.
Treasurer—Mre. F. E. Wheeler.
here last week after spending mnch ol
Trueteee-E. D. Stllwell. H. H. Wardwell, ,L
the winter in the South, and is making I c. Bates.
preparations for the opening of The
West Paris W. C. T. U. will entertain
SUVeLE COPIES.
Beeches.
tbe Oxford County W. C. T. U. Convencents
four
are
the
of
Democrat
Copies
Single
Mrs. George M. Atwood and Raymond tion on
each. Tbey will be mailed on receipt of price by
Tuesday and Wednesday of next
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons L. Atwood attended the Delta Upsilon week,
18 and 19, at the Universalis
May
on
been
placed
house party at Bowdoin College last Fri church. Places will be
Jingle copies of each Issue have
provided for all
sale at the following places In the County :
day.
who desire to remain over night, and
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South Paris,
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Cummings oi dinners and
supper furnished in the vesNoyés' Drug Store.
Norway,
Mechanic Falls were guests at W. H, try of tbe church. The
Stone's Dru« Store.
speaker on
Postmaster.
Cummings'
recently.
Alfred
Cole.
Huckfleld,
Tuesday evening will be Miss Christine
Mrs. Harlow, Poet Office.
Parla HUl,
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram R. Hubbard and
an English girl, who is now a
Samuel T. White.
West Parle.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie E. Newell go tc resident in this
country.
Rumford Falls this week. Mr. Newell ii
An Oxford County rural mail carrière
on the jury.
held at West Paris post
was
examination
Coming Event·.
Dr. M. M. Houghton is sick with office on
conducted by the
Saturday
Mrs.
M.
K.
and
bronchial pneumonia
postmaster, Clarence L. Ridlon. .It was
with a bad cold. Mrs. for the
May 11.—Supreme Judicial Court. Rutuford.
sick
is
Greene
purpose of filling the vacancy on
May 18, 19.—County convention of W.C. T. U., Plorence Metcalf of Weld is
taking care route No. 2 caused by Mr. Ridlon s
West Paris.
of them.
June 1— Oxford Pomona Grange, with Fred
resignation in order to fill the office ol
erlck Roble Orange, (Milela Gore.
The following new books have recent- I
postmaster, also any other vacancies in
July 7.—Reunion ot teachers and pupils of
the
added
to
been
library:
public
ly
North Paris school.
the county. There were quite a large
en.

Job Puirrnto —New type, fast presse·, electric
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of oar business complete and popular.

home talent and was

Program:

I

Piano Duet—Selection from

âuartet—The
Reading,
Solo,

I number of

SEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

P. N. Corsets.
Summer Underwear All Right?
Moths.
Rare Bargains.
For Sale.
Bankruptcy Notice.
For Sale.
Hazen's Farm and Real Estate Agency.
Eve Care.
Notice.
Bicycle for Sale.

John's Letter.
We bave just read an address on Lincoln by our John D. Long, delivered
Fed. 12, in Boston. Edward Everett
never uttered a better one in bis palmiest days.
We have to thank Hon. J. P. Swasey
for a copy of his speech before the committee of the whole having under consideration the bill to provide revenue,
equalize duties, and encourage the industries of the United States. The
opening sounds Swasey-isb:
"Mr. Chairman—I regret very much
that 1 feel it my duty to occupy any of
the time of this committee. If I were
to have my choice I should take the
easier method of making a speech, a
method unknown, so far as I know, to
any other body in the world save to the
American Congress, and that is to get
nnanimons consent for a minute, then
ask for the privilege of inserting a speech
in the Record. I am not in a situation
to do that; first, because I have no written speech; secondly, it would place roe
in an embarrassing position if I should
attempt to write one and then should
distribute along through its sentences
or between the sentences or at the end
of a paragraph the usual and proper
(Laughter and applause ) I
applause.
suggested this to a leading member of
the house. He said that I need not
have any concern about that matter at
all. He said that was the duty of the

reporters."

(Laughter.)

Useful Birds and their Protection by
Edward H. Forbush of the Massachusetts
Board of Agriculture, is the latest book
from the library that we have read, and
it is a book that should be read and
studied by every farmer and farmer's
boy in a land that is given over to insect
pests. He gives a list of fifty-one different birds whose chief food is the hairy
caterpillars and their product, canker
worms, gipsy moth and brown-tail, an·)
many other pests.
Mr Mnnhnr renorts:
"Mav L'S 1 V.ts a
Black-billed Cuckoo went to an oak tree
and ate :>6 forest tent caterpillar» inside
of five minâtes. The Black and White
Warblers were eating cankerworms and
other larva», besides plant lice. The
Bed-eyed Vireos seem t<> be feeding on
more gipsy larrie than the other birds
"
And so on through
that were observed
the entire list, showing what the little
fellows will do for us if we will allow
them to help us in our extremity. The
good Lord knows that the birds have
enemies
enough without man—"fool
man"—joining the pack. It is claimed
that birds are destroyed to a certain ex-

by poisoned spray. Quite likely;
and had the birds been properly protectee! from farther back than we can remember, there would have been no need
of spraying. If the destruction still
goes on as it has been going, man—*'fool
man"—will have to squirt poison to the
end of time. "Johnnie must get a gun"
as soon as he is out of swaddling clothes.
He teases pa, and pa is indulgent, and
Johnnie gets his gun, after whining a
spell. Of course a gun is no good unless be can kill something. Hide! Little
bird! For here comes Johnnie with his
Too late. Your song is
new
gun.
hushed, and Johunie is proud of his gun
and his marksmanship. But Johnnie
must own a gun if the skies and the
larks fall. The indulgent father buys*
shells with one hand and squirts poison
with the other, and thinks he is a man
of sense. Perhaps he is, but he doesn't
look it.
tent

LKQKM> OF THE CROSSBILL.

"On the > τοΛβ the dying Savior
Heavenward lift·» hie eyelids calm.
Feels, but scarcely feels, a trembling
In hi* pierced and bleeding palm.
ΛηΊ by all the world forsaken,
Sees'he how with zealous care
At the ruthless nail of Iron
A little blrl 1» striving there.

The Hague Ordains.
Bradley, F.—The Wheels of Time.
Burnhaui, C. L.—The Leaven of Love.
Churchll1, W —Mr. Crewe's Career.
Cor» ill, M—Romance of Two Worlds.
Dav, H.—King Spruce.
I)aiiby, F.—The Heart of a Child.
l>onwortb, U.—LelterAof Jennie Allen.
As

Gale, Z.—Friendships Village.
Holm, Saxe—Short Stories.
lngersoll. E.—Right Secrete.
Johnson, M.—Lewie Rand.
Michelson. M.—Anthony Overman.
Morgan, W. D —Somehow Good.
Samlys. E.—Sportsman Joe
Ward, Mrs. H.—Testing of Diana Mallory.
White, S. E.—The Silent Places.

LITERATURE.

Benson, A. C\—From a College Window.
Raymond, G. L.—A Life In Song.

The Λ ztec God.
Ballads and Other Poems.
BIOGRAPHY.

Greens hit. F.—Thomas Bailey Aldrlch.
Hamlin, M. S.—Elenzer Hamlin and Descend
ants.
Morgan, J.—Abraham Lincoln.
Patte, T. Ν.—Robert Lee, the Southerner.
Palmer, G. H— Mice Freeman Palmer.
Smith, F. H.—Capt. Thomas A. Scott.
HISTORY AND

4
ί

SCIENCE.
Darwin, C.—A Naturalist's Voyage Around the
World.
Knight, O. W.—Birds of Maine.
Miller, Ο T.—With the Birds of Maine.
Paulin, G-—No Natural Struggle for Existence
Ring. Ε. E—Forest Trees in Maine.
Servlss, G. P.—Astronomy with the Naked Eve
Weed, C. M .-Life Histories of American In
sects.
R Κ 1.10ION.

Crooker, J. H —The Church of To day.
Dawson, W. J —The Life <>f Christ.
Worcester- Religion and Medicine.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Breck. E.—The Way of the Woods.
Flammarion. C.—Mvsterlous Psychic Forces.
Thompson, W. H.—Brain and Personality.
PARTKIDC.E

DISTRICT.

Reading,
Harriet Fuller Marble.
Solo—The Charmed Ring,
Dr. I. H. Wight.
Solo—Forgotten, (by request)

Mass.,

aunt,

Bean, and other relatives in Albany last
week.
Fred McAllister, who was operated on
for appendicitis recently, is dangerously
ill, and his recovery is doubtful.
Mrs. J. W. Cummings and daughter,
Mrs. Viola Duuham, went to Auburn the
3d to be with Mrs. Charles Downing,
who is seriously ill with pneumonia.
Mrs. Myra Lord and son Vivian are
visiting relatives in Springfield, Mass.
Arthur R. Grover of Boston was at his
sister's, Mrs. Will Newcomb's, last week.
The Grover mill has been repaired and
is in ruuning order.

Norway Lake.

Mrs. Sabrina Lassell, who has been
living in the village through the winter,
is to move back on the farm in a week
or two.

Mrs. Grace Burns and her little daughter, of Lynn, Mass., are guests at W. O.

Reading,

ι.

Mies Jane Howard Gibson.

Harriet Fuller Marble.
Solo—Blossom Land,
Mrs. Banghart.

[Solo,

Reading,

Cowles.
Elliott,

"Mrs. Ava Young Bradbury.

Selected.

_

Ihis

lof
I

W. T. Bobbins moved from Matinicus
One pas
to Vinalhaven the other dfty.
senger included in the transfer was Mr. Perry's.
Elden Hall, of the senior class of NorRobbins' mother, Mrs. Piper, who in
is having an attack of
spite of her 90 years, had never before way High School,
traveled on a steamboat. It was the tonsilitis.
Mrs. Vinta Frost is very mach better.
first time she had left Matinicus in 30
C. A. Stephens is at home again.
years, her last previous departure being
on the packet which did service for
East Brownfleld.
Matinicus. She appeared to eujoy the
The William Leavitts accompanied by
trip on the steamer immensely.
Mrs. Will Johnson and son Irving of
have been spending a number
A Skowhegan family are trying the Portland
days at their home here.
experiment of bringing up four coon of Mrs.
Frank Poore is in very poor
kittens on cow's milk, the mother cat
having been run over and killed by an health.
Mrs. Julia Howard of Gorham was a
electric car. They have been taught to
recent guest of the O. S Poores.
nurse from a bottle, and have thus far
The annual meeting of the W. C. T. U.
tbrtvec very nicely. Should they surwas held at Mrs. Julia Bean's May 7.
vive, they will doubtless hold the disMr. Tar bell Is to deliver the Memorial
tinction of being the first and only quaraddress her·.
tet of bottle reared kittens.

Congregational chapel.

Corps will have a
supper Friday evening at Temperance
Hall, the proceeds of which will be need
T. A. Roberts Relief

for the benefit of T. A. Roberts Post on
Memorial Day.
The'Grange will have a special meeting and harvest feast Saturday evening.
Cephas Carey has bought the place at
Welchville, formerly occupied by the
late Horatio Smith, and has sold bis
farm to G. L. Fields of Westbrook.
Rev. Mr. Farnsworth has been returned to the M. E. church here and at
Welchville.
Mrs. Gertrude Harris and children of
Medford, Mass., are visiting her sister,
Mrs. Edward Fuller.
South Rumford.

Wallie Clark went to West Bethel one
day last week and got his mother-in-law,
Mrs. Frances Hutchins, who has been
visiting her son, James S. Hutchins, the
past two months.
Charles Lapham has moved into his
new house, which is one of the best and
most up-to-date houses in town. It will
be remembered that Mr. Lapham's cottage was struck by lightning last year
and burned, and the new bouse and
stable are built on the eame lot.
George Page has been very sick with
indigestion since April 29th. His brother Archie is stopping there and doing
the choree.
The driving park has been sold to
James S. Morse of Rumford.
Mrs. Marshall Swain and children attended ber mother's funeral in Hanover
last Wednesday.
Miss Morrisette, the nurse who cared
for Wallace Clark the last few weeks he
lived, visited at Wallie Clark's last week.
Villa Gammon is teaching in
tbe
Thurston District and boards at G. F.
Thurston's.
Mrs. Emma Abbott Flanders with her
daughter, Mrs. Fred Worth, is visiting
at her brother's, Edwin Abbott's, at East
Rumford.
East Sumner.

Despite the cold drizzly day of May
1st, there was quite a good attendance
at tbe Anasaguntlcook Sunday School
Association session held in the Congregational cburcb, and a very interesting
occasion to all. About sixty persons
were present at the dinner tables, and
the social hour was much enjoyed, as in

ones.

Carey

house.

Stevens

is

putting

up a

hen

Born, in Middle Intervale, Bethel, to
the wife of Carey Stevens, a son. Mrs.

Frank Abbott, a trained nurse, is with
Mrs. Carev Stevens.
The rain May 4th makes the grass
look fine all about us.
Wallace Farwell bas bought a nice,
span of work horees of Orlando Buck of
Swan Hill, and utied them to good advantage hauling up wood on the Maple
and Pine farm. This young man does
not β wear, chew tobacco or drink liquor.
He says if be can't unload the wood
without swearing it can remain on the
load.
We heard the music of the frogs last
evening, May 4th.
Two new scholars here by the name of
Smith, the sons of Albert Smith, who
has with hie family moved into the
Annas house.
Ned Carter with his nice looking
horses passes here daily en route to
Bfthel depot in the lumber business.
School is in session here under the instruction of Miss Eva Farwell, who has
been the teacher here for several years
and met with success.
Reading of the death of Charles Danham reminds us of our old school days
at Gould's Academy some years ago,
with bis second wife when ehe wae a
girl, Mary Milts, and she was beloved by
all. We sympathize with her in her bereavement and are glad she has children
left for a omfort.
Mrs. P. E. Harvey of Monroe Bridge,
Mass., has sent for her mother, Mrs. E.
P. Kimball, to come and stay with her.
Mrs. Kerwin also has sent for her to go
to Newton Center, Mass. These were
both girls that Mrs. Kimball took and
brought up until they married. Now
they offer her a home.
West Bethel.
'TU tiret of May, 'tie flrat of May;
O, wretche<l man, 'tin moving day I
I'd foot the bltle, expenses pay,
Jf 1 could only craw away
Into eorao barn, upon the hay,
And there till moving'* done, could stay."

"

grange.

meeting

day.

Fred B. Howe of East Bethel bought a
of potatoes here last week at 75
cents per bushel.
Alanson Tyler is done working for
Mills & Rolfe, and will soon be on the
road soliciting orders for portraits,
picture frames and post-cards.
car

Denmark.
Mr. John Ames has reached the slip
with his drive of logs.
Twenty-one members of Silver Lodge,
No. 19, went to Brownfield Tuesday
evening to the district meeting and were

beautifully entertained.

There were only two brother· of Denmark Lodge, No. 50, I. 0. 0. F., that
went to Cornish Monday evening to the
district meeting.
Quite a number
would have gone if they could have bad
conveyance.
The measles are still raging in this
section.
The many friends of Dr. Fitch are glad
to learn that he U soon to return to his
home in Brownfield and resume his

again this spring.

about six weeks. His age was 63 years.
Mr. McMillan was a native of this town,
being the son of James Osgood ana
He was a
Caroline (Gibson) MoMillan.
nephew of Paris Gibson of Great Falls,
Mont., who was a United 8tatea Senator
from Montana from 1001 to 1905, and
was formerly a resident and leading
In 1873
business man of Minneapolis.

the McMillan family removed from Fryeburg to Minneapolis, where James McMillan, the subject of this obituary
notioe, entered the employ of his abovementioned uncle, who then operated the
North Star Woolen Mills of Minneapolis.
Four years later, in 1877, Mr. MoMillan
founded the firm of James McMillan &
Co., and in 1808 the firm's business was
incorporated as the McMillan Fur and

PLUCKING BATS.
French Industry That I· Linked
With th· Restaurant·.
"I plucked bits in Paris once at 4
"Bats
francs a day," said a 6Uiior.
A

wife of Charles M.

Wiley

j

L Lot Dress Goods were $1.00 and
$1.26. Your choice now 59c.

studyln*

1 Lot Dress Goods,
now 29c.

rateur over In the Latin quarter, or
Cart-shay, as we used to aay, guv me
a job of bat pluckln'.
"He showed me the ropes the first
day. I soon got on to it It was dead

Wool Company. The company built up
a large business, and in the course of a
few years it became widely known
see me staggerln'
throughout the country, particularly in ward night you'd
we
the Northwest, as the business, from its back along the Bull Meesb, as
nature, extended not only to Western called the Boulevard Michel, loaded
cities and towns, but to the more remote down wttb blbernatln' bats.
"
parts of the newer country in the United
'You don't feed these to your clienStates and in Canada. Mr. McMillan tele. Jacques? I said to the boss on·
was a man of business acumen, and came
to be recognized as one of the most bold, night.
"
'Maybe—oh, yes,' said he. They
resourceful and aggressive leaders in hie
figure In our farfamed one
always
mercantile
He
never
line of
pursuit.
married. Of a retiring disposition, be franc dinner.'
"I gave him a reproachful look.
was not a clubman, and was not identi"
fied with any other social or fraternal
'Bat's meat Is excellent,' he says.
organizations. His father died before The meat Is pink and very fine. Fried
the family left Fryeburg, but his mother In butter with a parsley sauce, the
still survives, and he is also survived by
in the Cafe Anglais could
three sisters, viz., Misses Edith and gourmets
never tell it from venison.'
never,
Caroline E. McMillan and Mrs. Helen
"'You wouldn't catch me eatin' it,'

Wiley,

j

hibernate In the winter. What I mean
to say Is that tbey fall Into · kind of
drugged sleep. In this here sleep,
cllngln' together in big, black, soft
bum-hes. they hang from the roofs of
caves or the inside of chlmbleys. SeeIn' I was down on my lack—I was
art Id them day·—a restau-

easy. Just go Into a cave, you know,
locate a bunch of bate and then pluck
'em one at a time like grapes and drop
'em In your burlap bag. Ail that win·
ter I'd set out from the Cart-shay with
on tomy big bag in the mornln', and

West Sumner.
Rev. G. W. F. Hill of Paris Hill will
occupy the pulpit in the Baptist chqrch
again Sunday, the Oth inst. His many
friends here are glad that Mr. Hill is
once more to resume this pastorate.
Frank Howe of Boston, Mass., was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Howe a
few days last week. Mr. Howe was on
his way to Rumford.
F. J. Brown has returned from Strickland's Ferry and is staying at Freeman
Farrar'e.
Mies Persia Stone of Lewiston is visiting her sister, Mrs. H. F. Atwood.
Bessie Hazelton, who is at work for
Mrs. W. T. Bisbee, expects to go to
Buckfinld to work.
Sylvester Bisbee and W. S. Farrar
went to Lewiston Monday on business.
Mrs. Clementia Abbott, whose illness
was before mentioned, is so much improved as to be able to sit up. The
trained nurse is still with her.
Mr. Horatio Chandler has purchased
the stand known as the Charles Buck
place. Mr. Chandler bought the stand
of Mr. Buck's widow, Mrs. Adelbert
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert
Davenport.
Davenport have occupied the house unweek.
til this
They have moved to their
farm and will live in the house formerly
owned and occupied by Thomas Hollis.
At a meeting of the cemetery association held here recently the following
officers were elected:

1

President—G. E. Pnlelfer.

Minneapolis.

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

BLUE STORES.

Summer Underwear All

North Stoneham.

Mrs. Williams, who has been helping
Ina Hilton clean bouse, has gone to keep
house for Mandall LeBaron of West
Lovell.
Linwood Sawyer of Lovell is laying a
hard wood floor for his mother, Mrs. J.
C. Sawyer.
Lyman Hilton and Zeno Fontaine went
to Norway Monday, where Mr. Fontaine
purchased a work horse.
Arthur Stone and two friends from
Cambridge, Mass., are at his cottage on
Rattlesnake Island.

School commenced Monday, April 20,

Miss Alice Adams teacher. Miss Adams
taught hero last year and gave general
satisfaction.
Hebron.

Secretary—G. A. Chandler.

Treasurer—O. S. Cham lier.
Sexton—E. G. Doble.
Kxecutlvo Committee—G. H.
Heath, O. G. Chandler.

Fred Sturtevant spent a few days with
Barrows, Β. T. bis brother, Ernost Sturtevant, in West
Peru recently.
It was voted to put the fence in order
Prof. Ira M. Bearce is at home from
and to put a drain in the tomb.
Fitchburg, Mass., for a week's vacation.
The S. B. R. Club was entertained by
Miss Nina Glover is at home from St.
Mrs. R. H. Ryerson Thursday afternoon. Barnabas
Hospital, Portland, for a vacaThe centenary of the birth of O. \V. tion of two weeks. Miss Glover is doing
Holmes was observed with appropriate good work and it le very evident has
exercises. Dr. Holmes was born April made no mistake in the choice of her
29, 1809. Old Ironsides and the ChamKarnrl

Vanfilna

much

aHmlrnd

profession.

The Ladies' Circle supper Tuesday was
while The One Hues Shay seemed just well attended.
as funny as
ever.
Apples and homeW. A. Bartlett and C. H. George atmade candies were served and a social tended Pomona Grange at Bethel Tueshour was enjoyed. The next meeting day.
will be May 20.
Hebron Grange celebrated May 1st as
A little daughter was welcomed to the children's day. There wae an all day
wArn

home of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bonney meeting and dinner with exercises mostFriday, May 7. Mrs. Almira Bicknell of ly by the children in the afternoon. A
Norway is caring for Mrs. Bonney.
very pleasant time was reported.
Althea Stetson of North Buck field,
The base ball game played here Wedwho has been visiting her father, Κ. N.
nesday scored Hebron 15, Edward Little
Stetson, for a few days, returned home High School 2.
Sunday.
Vivian Bearce has been building a
Mrs. Belle Jones of Paris was in town barber shop and hopes to have it ready
is
Sunday visiting friends. Mrs. Jones
to occupy next week.
teaching at Snow's Falls.
Albert Sanborn Charged with Assault.

Byron.

The school at the Center began Monday, the 20th inst., with twenty-two
pupils, taught by Miss Dora McKuna of
Waterford. The sohool at Houghton began at the same time taught by Mies
Jones. Pupils at West End will attend
the school at Roxbury Pond.
The road commissioner has had a crew
shoveling the drifts out, some of which
were six feet deep.
A. O. Reed is in poor health.
Ralph Young is through work for L.
A. Mason.
E. 6. Knapp came near being burned
out a short time since. Mrs. Knapp had
taken up some ashes in a pail and setting it near some clothes which hung up
the clothes took fire and made quite a
blaze, but it was soon extinguished. People can't be too careful about fire.
Many buildings aro burued by hot ashes.
At the town meeting May 1st, E. G.
Knapp was elected treasurer in place of
John Houghton deceased. The town
also voted to buy a safe for the use of
the town.

North Waterford.
The

men

are

at

Greenwood.

ALLEGED 9Π00ΤΙΝ0 AT DB. C. E. WILSON
AT HIBAU.

Albert Sanborn of Hiram, 57 years old,
is held in $3,000 bail on the charge of
assault with intent to kill upon Or.
Charles E. Wilson of that town.
A grandchild of Sanborn, almost idolized by him, had died, after having been
attended by Dr. Wilson. It is thought
that Sanborn brooded over the matter
until hie mind was unsettled. He is normally of a mild and quiet disposition;
but he seemed to hold the doctor responsible for the child's death.
Thutsday afternoon when Dr. Wilson,
returning from a call, accompanied by
Mrs. Wilson, drove into his dooryard,
he found Sanborn waiting for him. Sanborn aimed the revolver and announced
that he proposed to kill the doctor, but
before doing so he proceeded to tell
his «tory.
To gain time the doctor encouraged
him in this, and Mrs. Wilson slipped out
of the carriage and ran to the neighbors
for assistance. When three men arrived
in response to the call, they found that
the scene bad been shifted to the stable,
and that Sanborn still had the doctor
held up, and announced that he should
fire if any attempt at rescue was made.
Meanwhile Dr. Wilson's son, Charles
M. Wilson, 22 years of age, entered the
stable back of Sanborn without being
observed by him, and struck up Sanborn's hand just as the revolver was discharged. This probably saved Dr.
Wilson's life, as the bullet went wide.
Sanborn was then overpowered, and
the revolver was wrested away from him.
Before a justice the next day, Sanborn
admitted firing the shot, and was bound
over ae above stated.

Principal deorge C. Purlngton.
George C. Purington, principal of the
State Normal School at Farmington, and

known educators of
Maine, died Thursday at Monson. He
bad gone to attend a meeting of the
Piscataquis Teachers' Association, and
was taken ill with
pneumonia, dying
after a week's illness.
was
born in
Professor Purington
Embden June 27, 1848, was educated in
the schools of that town and at Bowdoin
College, graduating from that institution
in 1878, receiving the degree of A. M.
from the college three years later. He
began teaching at the age of 18, and during the twelve years from that time until
hie graduation from college taught in
one

of the

best

Full

I
I
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Norway

F.

F.

snURTLEFF * CO.

A.
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8HCBTLEFF A CO.

MOTHS
undergarments
Your furs and wraps, your heavy clothing
none
can be easily and inexpensively, but
of
all
from
the less surely protected
danger being

JJ

|

! and your winter bedding

I

ap-

11
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RUINED BY MQTHS.

The following articles
away safe from moths :

courts and deliverance to their victims, and then we
can have some peace!"—Boston Post

are

certain

keep everything you pack j[

to

10c. pkg.
RED CEDAR FLAKES,
5c. and 10c. box.
MOTH MARBLES,
10c. per lb.
NAPTHALINE FLAKES.
10c.
per oz.
CAMPHOR GUM
OF
AT THE PHARMACY
...

!

HER LOST COAT.
The

UNDERWEAR.

and

Massachusetts
if her boys out
as

$1.00

Soutb. Parle

went on, "becnuse, according to the
evidence that comes to me. they pick
out the very best men and send them
to the penitentiary, aud this present
petition shows they are playing the
same game un the boys aud sending
then* all to jail. The man tbut you
met on the stairs affirmed that his
friend in the penitentiary is a must

one

$1.50

$1.00
$i.co

long legs

F. H. NOYES CO.

enongb

exemplary citizen, and
must be a happy state
of jail are as virtuous
pears to be who is in.
"Yes, down with the

and

lege.. .$i.oo

Balbriggans, best the market affords, 25c, 45c, 50c.
Colors Ecru, Gray, Black, Blue.
Β. V. D. Shirts and Knee Drawers, 50c.
Medium Weight Underwear, 50c, 75c, $1.00.

penitentiary, and
get a boy out

that they put so many
In the penitentiary for me to get
out. but If they have now begun on
the boys and the jails and have roped
them!
you into the delivery let'· after
"They deserve the worst fate," he
men

sleeves and

PIECE

TWO

come to

bad

sleeves and

Sleeveless and knee length
Β. V. D. Union Suits,

now you have
of JaU." Then,
with characteristic humor, Mr. Lincoln
continued: "I'll tell you what it is.
we must abolish these courts or tbey
will be the death of us. 1 thought it

the

jersey

length

Quarter

the president,
pardoned out of

Sequel

to · Ladiee* Afternoon
Card Party.
Λ uumber of women were putting on
their wraps preparatory to going home
from au afternoon curd party In the
upper.residence district of New York
oue afternoon lust winter when a valuable fur coat belonging to one of
them could not be found. There was,
however, unother fur coat of inferior
quality in the dressing room, which
the hostess said hud evidently been
left by mistake by the woman who bad
taken the other garment The available cout was taken uwuy by the woman whose wrap wus missing In the
hope that the mlstuke would be rectified without much trouble.
Several days passed, and no claim
was made for the coat the guest had
worn uwuy from the house, and the
woman took it to a dealer, where her
garment bad been purchased, hoping
that some mark on the substituted
coat might be found by which the

!

F.A.SHURTLEFF&CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
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SPRING OXFORDS

FROTHINGHAM'S.

AT

Men'sOxfords, all styles, in Pat. Colt, Gun
Metal Calf, Vici Kid and Russet Calf, $2,
$2.50, 3, 3.50, 4, 5.

Ladies' Oxfords and 1 Strap Pumps, all
new styles, all leathers, $1.50,1.75,2,2.50,
$3; 3.50.

could be Identified. The plan
successful, and, much to her
amazement, she discovered that the
Inferior coat was the property of her
owuer
was

card hostess.
The "lost" coat was found, and on
Its return the matter was to be hushed
up, but the promise of sileuce was evidently poorly kept. No more invitations for afternoon card parties have
been issued from the house where the
"mistake" was made.—New York Trib-

Misses' and Children's high, 6 strap, Pat

vamp

Sandals,

Frothingham,

W. O.

une.

South Paris, Maine.

The French Schoolboy'a Hard Day.
French children are often on their
way to school a little after 7 o'clock
In the morning. If they have concluded their lesaons by 9 o'clock In the
evening It Is only by dint of great ap
Young men studying for
plication.
the higher professions have appointments with their tutors at 0 o'clock In
the morning In summer time; otherwise they cannot accomplish the mountain of work that lies before them. In
all branches of art the labor of the
tyro is Immense. At the conservatory
the strenuous life Is carried to a point
which provokes the astonishment even
of laborious (Jerman students.—Fall
Mall Gazette.

» IIS
This

the

we've strong on
models in Sack Suits.

season

new

If you want to

see some

dressy,new styles
and ask to

How High a Tiger Can Jump.
For the benellt of the prospective
bl« game hunters a correspondent
finally disposes of the theory that α
tiger is unable to Jump to any height
from all fours. He records that he
took refuge In a tree from a particular
tiger. The beast, however, jumped up
to him, "like an India rubber ball, a
good seven feet." and it was only "by
letting μο with my right and ramming
both barrels down his mouth that I
did not have a very bad time of It."
The moral evidently Is that when
avoiding a tiger It Is necessary to find
a tree with Its lowest branch at least
sixteen feet from the ground.—India
Field.

many different schools, being principal
of Topsbam High School during his
in
order.
A
Congratulations ,are
baby last two years in college. From 1872 to
pjirl arrived at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 1874 he was an assistant at Hebron
F. A. Frost, April 29, and a son at Mr.
Academy.
and Mrs. Frank Hathorne's, May 4.
After graduation from college he was
Harold Crooker, who is at the Lewisof Brunswick High School two
principal
ton Hospital, is gaining fast, and will years, principal of Edward Little High
soon be at home.
School at Auburn three years, and in
Mrs. Meroah Bryant died at East 1883 was chosen
Compensation.
principal of the normal
after
a
and
Bethel, May 4,
painful school at Farmington, where he remainlong
"I must have an Iruu bedstead," deillness. She was eighty years old, and a ed until his death.
clared a tourist at an Inn.
life long member of Franklin Grange.
Besides his work in educational lines,
"Sir." answered Bouiface, "I am sor·.
Funeral services were held here at the and his membership in several educationry there ain't a single Iron bedstead In
church Friday at one o'clock, conducted al societies, Professor
was
Purington
Viuse. But you will find the matby Rev. C. L. Banghart of Bethel. active in other phases of life. He was a the
restes very nice and 'ard, sir I"—LonBurial on Bird Hill.
of
the
commander
Maine
past grand
Mr. Ordell Bryant epent Sunday with
Commandery of Knights Templar and a don Tit-B'.ts.
bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. A ζ el Bryant.
thirty-second degree Mason, and was at
Mrs. J. J. Murphy of Sonth Paris and the time of bis death
A Concession.
president of the
Mr. Ι. I. Yonng of East Weymouth, Maine Christian Civio
She—You don't allow me to dd anyLeague.
Mass., were guests of Mrs. James CrookProfessor Parington married, in 1878, thing I want! If It goes on much
er last week.
Sarah Cummings Bailey of Hebron, who
longer I shall go home to mamma.
survives him. He also leaves one son,
He—That I will allow yon to do.—FileEast Waterford.
of
C.
Purington, Jr.,
George
Cambridge, K'ende Blatter.
C. H. Pride and B. G. Molntire attend- Mass.
of
the
the
sd
grand lodge
meeting of
A Hill and a Pill.
KILLS TO STOP THE FIEND.
Free and Accepted Masons in Portland.
What Is the difference between a bill
J. E. Molntire and sons, W. H. ChadThe worst foe for 12 years of John
bourne and H. 0. Rolf β attended the Deye, of Gladwin, Mioh., was a running nnd a pill? One is bard to get up, and
meeting of the board of trade at Norway ulcer. He paid doctors over 1400 with- the other Is bard to get down.
Wednesday evening in the interest of the out benefit. Then Bncklen's Arnica
Salve killed the ulcer and cured him.
Norway and Western Railroad.
Vigor is contagions, and whatever
Mrs. Geo. Smith is very low. Her Cares Fever-Sores, Boils, Felons, Eczema
Estella
is
with her.
and Salt Rheum. Infallible for Piles, makes us think or feel strongly adds
younger daughter
Mra. Hattie Merrill and Lizzie Hall at- Burns, Scalds, Cat·, Corns. 26c. at F. to our power and eolarfea oat field of
action.-Ε mersoB.
tended Pomona at Bethel.
▲. Shurtleff A Co,

Locke's Mills.

if not try some this season.
They
If you wear them,
are the most comfortable and satisfactory under garment.
UNION SUITS in
We have the
or

said
man

SUITS,

UNION

the president t retched himself in hi·
chair and asked Mr. Rice if he had
met α man going downstair·.
"Yes, Mr. President," replied Mr.

errand,"

Right?

Better look it over and see what condition it
If it needs replenishing look over our
is in.
large variety. We have many kinds and you
will surely be satisfied.

paid a visit to President Lincoln on
behalf of a Boston boy who had been
Imprisoned for robbing his employer's
After reading the petition,
letter*.
signed by many citizens of Boston,

to get a

if you

S.B.&Z.S. PRINCE

His Reply to a Petition For a Dishonest Boy'· Pardon.
The Hun. Alexander U. Rice once

"was

see

sincerely,

Yours

LINCOLN'S IRONY.

Itlce."
"His

50c,

were

Just glance at them and
do not need a piece.

of New

family to have the funeral semi-private,
but so many were the friends of Mr.
McMillan that the attendance at the
funeral was large and the floral tributes
profuse. The active pallbearers, six in
number, were selected from the office
force of the McMillan Fur and Wool
Company. Of the twelve honorary pallbearers, seven were from Minneapolis,
two from St. Paul, one from New York
City and two from Chicago. Interment
was in Lakewood Cemetery,
It is understood that Mr. McMillan's
business will undergo no change in consequence of his death, but that without
interruption it will be carried on under
the management of men who were long
associated with him in the business.

Bargains!

Rare

;

Mr. enys I.
vestry Friday afternoon and served a York, Ν. Y., and Orange, N. J.
"He chuckled aud nudged me In the
supper to the men of the society in the McMillan's mother and his two unmarevening. The following officers were ried sisters made their home with him at ribs.
"
1728 Nicollet
elected:
Avenue, Minneapolis.
'No?· says he. 'No? And yet, mon
The funeral, which was marked with vieux, the bat largely figures in our
President— Mrs. F. M. Lamb
Vice-President— Mrs. Ada Shaw.
great simplicity, was from the late reai- excellent five sou navarin that you so
Secretary and Treasurer—Mrs. C. H. Prince.
dence of the deceased, and was held
lovel* "—Cincinnati Enquirer.
J. F. Packard has purchased a team of
Saturday afternoon, March 27, at 2 dearly
W. □. Bridgham.
o'clock. It was the intention of the

work on the river
throwing in and driving pine logs for J.
B. Haskell.
"Now to the pond tlie small boy hies
Mrs. Lucinda Spears has returned to
To fish for pickerel, perch and pout,
But soon returns with weeping eye»,
Parris Paige's after a week's visit to his
To have that rusty hook cut out."
daughters at Poland.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown went to
"The first of May le here,
Norway Tuesday afternoon.
When robins sweetly slug;
The Rices are here at their summer
And little maids with gorgeous wreathe,
Are crowned the queens of spring."
home.
Birds came north too early to be happy.
Sidney Hatch went to Lewiston SaturElbert Brigge was in Bethel village day.
Albert Brown sold two cows to HerMonday.
All the vacant rents in this village are bert Brown of North Norway.
Mrs. Hosa York and daughter Géraldbeing filled.
Snow, rain and wind, and everything ine visited Mrs. G. A. Manning recently.
but warm and delightful weather.
North Paris.
The May ball in Bell's Hall Monday
Alpheus Fuller of Iowa is visiting his
evening, May <Sd, was well attended.
Miss Maud L. Russell is teaching the sinter, Mrs. America Andrews.
M. S. Bubier has bought a horse of
spring term of school in this village.
Meetings are again being held in Union Andrews Bros., Norway.
A number from here attended G. W.
church, and we hope will be continued
Berry's auction at his farm near Trap
through the summer.
The ground was covered with snow on Corner May 6th.
Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson of West Sumner
May Day, and no plowing has yet been
visited her daughter, Mrs. A. T. Hollis,
done.
a
few
has
been
P.
Mason
Mrs. Albion
days recently.
quite
One of Eldron Stearns' cows gave
ill for two weeks, but under the treatment of Dr. Twaddle seems to be im- birth to twin bull calves recently.
Mrs. Evie Lappin and Helen are stayproving.
Mrs.
Francis D. Mills went to East Bethel ing with Mrs. Lappio's sister,
Oscar Kimball, at West Paris.
on Saturday, May 1st, to visit his sister,
Alberta Elwell is teaching school in
Mrs. Walter Bartlett, and returned Sun-

were all the exercises.
We bave
practice.
not space for a detailed report.
Chas. M. Bosworth is In poor health
North Buckfleld.
and under medical treatment.
Thomas J. Stephens bas come to reside
Harry Record and his mother are soon
to move to Hebron.
I with his son, R. G. Stephens.
Clarence Damon has let bis farm to
Stephen Doten has come np from
ί Portland to spend tbe summer.
Eugene Fuller and Alaz Tertio.
James Millett Is hauling lumber to
I Elden Tucker is abont to build a
South Paris.
residence In the place.
Mert Warren Is running his Incubator
Saturday was children's day at the

fact,

Thursday afternoon and evening. All
report a good time.
S. C. Withington has resigned his
office of deputy sheriff and Eugene
Cbaffin has been appointed in his place.
The high school ball team defeated a
local team at the school grounds Thursday afternoon by a score of eighteen to

thirteen. The scholars held a social at
Nezinscot Flail in the evening with a
good attendance.
The ladies of the Baptist circle held
Wednesday afternoon and evening Sun- their annual
at the church
Harriet Fuller Marblo.
Gelbei.
Miss Gibson, Mrs. Banghart, Miss Andrews,
Mrs Edwards.

I

_

Mr. John E. Moore, who has been
station agent here for many years, has resigned bis position, his resignation taking effect May 1. Mr. Harry Newton of
Bemie has been transferred to this station and will move hie family here as
soon as a suitable ront can be obtained.
Miss Mildred Stevens of Portland has
been the guest of Miss Mollie Cole during a part of the week.
Several members of Evening Star
Lodge, F. & A. M., enjoyed the hospitality of Whitney Lodge of Canton

Quartet—Kentucky Babe,

Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Ford have made set Rebekah Lodge held a fair and servmany friends here who are glad he bas ed a most bountiful supper. The conbeen returned to the pastorate of the M. cert and fair was a most enjoyable and
IE.church.
successful event.
Mr. Clarence O. Dunham, who for
;
Tuesday, Botbel Grange entertained
veare lived with bis grandparents, Mr. the Oxford County Pomona.
State Masand Mrs. J. H. Dunham, has been away ter C. S. Stetson, also National Master,
this winter and in January joined the U. Ex-Governor W. J. Bachelder, of New
Navy. For three months he bas been Hampshire, were present. The degree of
at the naval training school at Newport, Pomona was conferred upon twelve canR. I., and has been detailed to go with didates. The day was full of instruction
I the battleship New York, which has and deep interest and was a great priviI been commissioned to start about the lege to all who were able to attend.
middle of this month for a two or three
Wednesday the annual meeting of the
years' cruise. Mr. Dunham, accom- missionary auxiliaries was held witb
panied by his father, W. F. Dunham, ol Mrs. Curtis.
I Lynn, Mass., was here to visit with his
Thursday, the second hoee company
relatives for a few days last week.
beld their annual ball at Odeon Hall. A
There is much sickness in this locality large number were present aud engaged
Mrs. Cynthia H. Curtis has been quite in the dance, with Stearns1 orchestra of
ill with the grippe, and H. G. Brown, Norway furnishing music. About $90
I Esq., has been sick for a couple ol was realized.
weeks with a grippe cold. Miss Elinor
Sunday, May 2, Rev. Mr. Banghart
which givet preached the annual sermon before the
H. Tuell is improving,
much pleasure to her friends.
Odd Fellows and Sunset Rebekah Lodge.
Rev. C. U. Young and wife, who have
Mrs. Saunders of Hanover, who had
been located at the Methodist pastorate been ill at the home of her sister, Mrs.
I at North Anson, have moved their house Ann Rowe Burbank, for the past three
hold good here and expect to remain weeks, passed away Monday morning. A
with Mr. Young's mother, Mrs. Anna C. tew weeks ago Mrs. Saunders came to
I Young, for a few months on account ol visit her sister who was critically ill and
I Mr. Young, who is in poor health and died two weeks ago. Mrs. Saunders sufI needs a rest.
fered a paralytic shock from which she
il Dr. F. H. Packard, who has been in never rallied.
is
this
health
winter,
poor
improving.
MIDDLE INTEKVALE.
I Dr. Ο. K. Yates although still weak it
! on the gain.
Maud Russell has taken charge of the
u
Mrs Frank Leslie, wife of Dr. Leslie school at West Bethel.
of Andover, and Mies Crabtree have beec
Charles Stevens of Fayette is doing
I guests of Mrs. F. E. Wheeler.
carpenter work for his brother, Carey
at
I The Finns had a ilance and social
Stevens.
their hall on Friday evening.
Mrs. Mary Jordan of Locke's Mills is
with her daughter, Mrs. Joseph Oliver.
Mr. Oliver, who has been quite sick, is
Dr. Packard, who has been confined to
now better.
bed most of the time for nearly
Ellen P. Kimball is well now and exthree months, is sluwly recovering and
to take a little homeless girl soon.
pects
ol
first
the
to
his
to
expects
cottage
get
to let her farm to a good, reI June Dr. Roseman, who will occupy She wants
liable man or man and wife.
hie buildings, will locate permanently.
Nearly all of the Bartlett crew have
Dr. Packard will take a long vacation
finished work and left.
and change climate another fall. His
A letter from a cousin in Boston says
I sickness is the result of a severe attack
it has been quite sickly there of late,
the grippe with debility and nervouH
she and her family being among the sick
exhaustion following.

Mrs. Robert Davis is quite sick and
Bryant's Pond.
Mrs. Wm. Mason is caring for her.
Mr. Francis Wilson of Vermont is visCharles Jacobs has rented the John A.
Titus farm, and now offers his place in
iting his mother. Mrs. Emily Small.
Mr. Fremont Field has bought a nice the village for sale.
John 13. Poeter is moving from Sumner
pair of white faced steers.
Mr. A. G. Cushman of Bethel was at back to bis homo here.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Mason's Tuesday.
Bryant's Pond was clear of ice May
3d.
Greenwood.
George Forbes has moved to West
In order to sharpen up our memory a Bethel, where he has a job on the seclittle will note in
passing that April tion.
went out in a snow storm and May came
Ono of our summer cottages is already
in in a rain storm. It lias been so cold occupied. The family of Ralph Budd of
a'l the way along tbat the ice is not all Panama arrived last week for a five
out of the ponds, and there are snow- months' stay at Pine Point cottage.
drifts in every direction. The pastures
Adelbert Perham is confined to tbe
and fields begin to look green just a lit- house with a severe lung trouble.
Ethel Philbrick of Andover is teaching
tle, where the grass was not killed out
by the list year's drouth, but no show in the Billings district.
for stock getting their living yet. There
Erastus Bryant is quite feeble this
are those who have bought hav for more spring.
Dr. Bartlett of Norway was
than two months, and possibly
they called to see him Thursday.
would like to see grass coming forward
G. W. Q. Perham was in New PortIt is said that more than land last week on business.
more rapidly.
have
been
unloaded
of
75 car loads
The smelt crop is nearly gathered.
bay
at Bryant Pond, and now it is difficult to People have carried them away by the
find it for sale anywhere. So much of a bushel.
Charles Harlow has sold his farm to
calamity for want of sufficient moisture.
Our recent company thus far has con- Lincoln Whitman.
sisted of Mrs. Lydia E. (Swan) WhitThe A. 0. Bryant farm has been rentMills and Edgar H. ed again to Anson Cash.
man of Locke's
Ned I. Swan of this place was appointMorgan and wife of Patch Mountain.
Their second son, Frank Morgan, has ed district deputy grand master of the
to
in
Waterwork
and
hired out
Sixteenth District at the meeting of the
gone
ford on a farm for $2S a month by the Maiue Grand Lodge of Masons in PortHow is that for wages com- land last week.
season.
pared to 00 years ago, when young men
went to Massachusetts by the score to
Oxford.
get better pay?
Mr. and Mrs. John Elden went to
Dannie Bryant has moved back on to Bolster's Mills
Wednesday to attend tbe
the old homestead and gone to farming funeral of an aunt, Mrs. Esther Hancock,
once more.
widow of the late Moores Hancock. She
Erastus Bryant is in bad condition was 92
years old.
with his rupture and Dr. Bartlett of
Mrs. William Pratt died at Welchville
him
see
is
there
to
to-day.
Norway
on Tuesday, April 27, of pneumonia.
Charles B. Brooks of Bristol writes to
Mrs. Henry Coy of Welchville has had
his folks that his health is poor and is a
shock.
paralytic
having a hard time to get along,
The Congregational Ladies' Circle met
of
lie is now over SO years
age.
Wednesday with Mrs. John Chadboume.
The Guild met Tuesday evening at the
East Bethel.

A Mayday snow storm, also snow in
the roads, and snow banks to be seen
Stain»"I with blood an<l never t'rlng.
With Its beak It Moth not cease,
May S.
From the cross 'twould free the Savior,
Miss Ella Farwell has returned from
Its Creator's Son release.
Virginia, Rumford.
Αη·1 the Savior speaks In mildness
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell have moved
Blest be thou of all the (tool-'
from Hanover, and are working for Z.
Bear, as token of this moment.
Marks of blood and holy rood.
W. Bartlett.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bartlett have
And that blrl Is called the Crossbill;
Covered all with blood so clear;
stored their household goods and will
lu the groves of pine It slngeth
work for the season.
Songs like legends, strange to hear."
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. G. Holt are moving
into their new home.
May Court This Week.
Mr. Francis Mills of West Bethel visitterm of Supreme Judicial
The
ed here last week.
Court for Oxford County opens Tuesday
F. B. Howe loaded a car of potatoes
of this week, at 2 P. v., at Rumford,
last week paying 75 cents per bushel.
Chief Justice Emery presiding. PrepaMrs. L. C. Bartlett, Mrs. M. L. Hastrations which are being made by the atMrs. M. E. Kimball, Mrs M. H.
torneys indicate that there will be more ings,
and Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Foster
Interest in the central Farwell,
or less trials.
attended Oxford Co. Pomona held at
part of the county is principally in the Bethel
May 4th.
malpractice case of Wilbur L. Farrar of
Mr. Eugene Bean, while sawing wood
South Paris against Dr. Alfred King of
with an engine, had one finger badly
Portland, which is assigned to Tuesday sawed
through the bone and others inof the second week. Xo criminal busiHe is attended by Dr. Wight.
ness is to be transacted at this term ex- jured.
Jurors
have
agreement.
cept by special
Albany.
been drawn as follows:
Charles H. Foster and bride of Lowell,
Vlnrll F. Abbott. Rumford.
Miss Estella
visited his
A. H. Adam», Canton
Henry J. Bangs. Norway.
Charles W Brackett. Sweden.
Klaus K. Brackett, Dlxfleld.
Harry Brown, Waterford.
Charles W. Burdltt, Rumford.
Alonzo F. Chapman. Bethel.
c. S. Chllds, Buckfleld.
Harry E. Dver. Hanover.
Samuel A. Êames, Ne wry.
Everett Fletcher, Peru.
Asa D. Frost. Norway.
Richard H. Gates, Parts.
W. L. Hanson. Andover.
James H. Heal 1, Sumner.
J. Alton Hlbbs, Hebron.
James R. Hill. Browntleld.
A. A. Jenne, Roxbury.
Davis O. Lovejoy, Bethel.
Leslie K. Newell. Paris.
Arthur M Noble. Hiram.
Dexter D. Peverley, Woodstock.
Henry H. Richards, Byron.
George 8. Stanley. Porter.
Ten Broeck W. Stetson, Hartford.
A. K.Thomas, Oxford.
Kdwln L. Walker, Fryeburg.
F. A. Woodward, Mexico.

Selected.
Beethoven's

IS.
I
1

CHILDREN'S BOOKS.
Dickens—Charming Children of Dickens' Stories
Fltzpatrlck—Jack, the Bushvelt.
Kipling—The Second Jungle Book.
Proctor, M.—Giant Sun and Family.
Stories of Starland.

TRAVELS.
Lodge, H. C.—Story of the R.-volution.
Fleet.
Battle
F—With
the
Mathews.
Motley. J. L.—History of the Netherlands.
vols.
Motley, J. L.—Rise of the Dutch Republic,
vols.
Pry or. Mrs R —The Birth of the Nation.
story, Λ. Τ -American Shrines In England.

candidates.

Selected.

Harriet Fuller Marble.

Mrs. Angle P. Wight.
Piano Solo—Slow Movement of
Sonata, Op. 10, No. 1,
Miss Elsie M. Hall.

iTinling,

FICTION.

Schubert's Sym-

Elsie Hall and Bessie Merrill.
Sulivan.
Lost Chord,
les Gibson, Mrs. Banghart, Miss Andrews
Mrs. Edwards.

I

I

highly appreciated. night.

Pry«barg.
McMillan, one of the moat
prominent merchants of Minneapolis,
Minn., died at bis home, 1728 Nicollet
Avenue, that city, at 4 o'clock a. μon
Wednesday, March 24, after an illness of
Junes

see

the

come

of the

in here

new

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
varsity models ; there are quite
a variety of styles in the line ;
some one

to suit

of them will be

sure

you.

We've clothes of other makes
We would
too, lots of them.
be

pleased

to

show them to

you any time you

can

call.

Η. B. Foster,
One Price Clothier,

Norway, Maine.
|

"■"Wrijht I9«» by

H»rt Schiifntr & Man

CARRIAGE UMBRELLAS.
My Spring Line of Carriage Umbrellas is in and
I am selling the beet tan duck, green lined, with
Tan or brown with fine
fine fringe for $6.26.

Khaki with fringe $4.00. Plain
Khaki without fringe $3.60. Wood handle cart
umbrella $1.76 and $1.86.

fringe $6.00.

IAMES N. FAVOR,
Ol Main St.,

Norway, Maine.

lté Oxford

S emu crut

Don't forget the Mock Graduation

Friday

May

14th.

on

visited (or a few
Mrs. J. J. Murphy visited at Locke'·
The May term of the Norway MuniciMrs. Tibbette of Mille for a few days last week.
pal Court was held at the office of Judge
Lisbon.
Jones Tuesday. There was considerΟ. Π. Lunt of Portland visited his
able business new and old.
Mrs. Jennie Bennett is visiting rela- daughter, Mrs. Harold T. Brlggs, SanC. B. Cummings & Son· have their
tives in Haverhill and other Massachu- day.
The exnew board »aw in operation.
setts towns.
Dr. D. M. Stewart will act as superin- pense Is great but It la claimed that the
John J. Hayden has purchased the W. tendent and confer the diplomas at the new method will save Its cost In sawing
C. McArdle bouse off Western Avenue Seneca Graduation.
two million feet.
where he has been living for some time.
James Pledge is making headway In
Rev. Mr. Ward of Norway and Rev. J.
the matter of building his new house on
Mrs. Walker of East Brownfield, who H. Little of South Paris exchange puipit
Winter Street. Much of the timber, etc.,
had been visiting her son, A. W. Walker, service next Sunday.
is taken from the old hotel
for some weeks, returned home Saturday.
The annual meeting of the Epworth It is not thought that Mr. Pledge will
Can making for the season was finish- League is held at the Methodist vestry rebuild the Oxford house this ιseaso:n.
ed at the Burnham Jc Morrill factory this Monday evening.
The house recently sold to *iss Pike
at the corner of Deering and Summer
Saturday. The number made was
for
the
Seneca
Graduation
The faculty
Streets has been greatly improved by
βου,υοο.
are, principal, Albert Walker; assistants, the
building of a large piazza on the
Mrs. Walter E. Penley and son of Emma Park, Isabelle Bryant.
Greenwood
have
been visiting her
Is one of Norway's most
Roy Bennett and Miss Ethel Bennett
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Murphy, for of Sanford, of the family of Charles E. nroereesive farmers. Some years ago
a few days.
the Seth Pike farm and has
at South
are he

OFFICE.

OHAND TBCNK RAILWAY.

Commencing September 27, 190β,
TRAINS LKAVK SOUTH PARIS
tioiiw down east)—5 38 a. m.. dallr;9:50A.κ.,
da'iv fscept buûiliyî 4 -S3 P. 31·» dal.y.
tioUig up (west)—9:50 α. M., dally ; 3 :26 P. M.
except Sunday ; 8:47 P. M.. dally.

dally

CHDBCHBS.
First Congregational Church, Rev. A. T. McPastor.
Preaching service, 10:45 a.
Wtiorter.
Sun.lay School 11:15 A. M. ; T. P. 8. C. K. 6:00
service 7:00 p. n.; Church
Kvenlnx
j. m
unver meeting Wednesday evening at Τ :30 p. M.
are cordially Inotherwise
connected,
All,"not

Methodlst Church. Rev. T. Ν Kewlev, Pastor!
Sunday, Burning prayermeetlng 10:00 A,
School
preaching" service 10.45 a. v.; Sabbath
1' m ; Kpworth League Meeting 6 00 p.
prayer meeting Wednesday evening 7-JO; class
meeting Friday vcnlng 7 i».
Franklin Porter has been and still is
Baptist Church, Rev. J. Wallace Cheebro,
at his home oo
Pastor On Sunday, preaching service 10:45 A. unite ill with pneumonia
P.
12
Y.
8.
C.
P.
6:15
School
Sabbath
E.,
m
M.;
but is thought to be someStreet,
Myrtle
m ; prayer meeting 7 Λ0 p. M. ; Wednesday evenwhat improved.
All
7:30.
Seats tree.
ob

are

welcome.
T. M. Davis is ill at his home with a
Universalis! Church. Rev J. H Little, Pastor.
1'reachlng service every Sunday at 10 :45 a. m sudden and sharp attack of pneumonia,
Sunday School at 12 M. Junior Union at 3:30 and is under the care of a trained nurse,
Y. P. C. U. at 7 P. m.
; m.
but is reported more comfortable.
STATED

Mttrisoe.

The factory of the Paris ManufacturRegular
r A A. M.—Pari- Lodge, So. 94.
Co. begau Saturday on its Saturday
ing
η e· lng Tuesday evening on or before full moon.
for the summer, and during
l.O.O. F.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet- half-holiday
season will shut down
.iis. Thursday evenlni of each week —Aurora the rest of the
Kacampment. tlrst and thirl Monday evening· Saturday noon.

of each month.

O. of R.—Moun; Pleaean Rebekah Lodge, No.
Two rubbish cans have been placed on
30, meets second and fourth Fridays of each the street, one in front of Odd Fellows'
month In 0«ld Fellows' Hall.
v;.
R.—W. K. Kimball Post. No. 14$, meet» Block near the post office, and the other
of each in front of Masonic Block.
Now if peoilr t and thirl Saturday evening
Booili, In U. A. R. Hall.
0.. A.
of
the
ple will only use them—
Ladles
Circle,
Ww. K. Kimball
of
H., meets ilrst and 'bird Saturday evenings
Ilenry E. Howe, who is attending the
each month. In Grand ArmÂ Hall.
S. of V.—Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp meets Moody School at Mouut Hermou, Mass.,
->·.·υηΙ Saturday evening of each month.
arrived here Friday to spend the sumP. of H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
Mr. and Mrs.
Saturday; durlor the mer at South Paris.
e's tlrst and third
Heidner are expected a little later.
re h dnder of the year, meets every Saturday. In

tirante Hall.

Rev. Cyrus P. Osborne of theSeaman'e
Friend Society will speak at the Conp.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 161,
church, Sunday evening,
ι· econd and fourth Wednesday evenings gregational
κ
v( a ii month.
May 10 He comes under the auspices
P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every of the Ladies'
Missionary Society. An
ay c ve Ε In g at Pythian Hall.
offering for the work at close of address.
V. E. Morse read at Good Will Farm
Miss Helen M. Barnes observed her
Krl lay evening. He was accompanied birthday Friday evening by entertaining
thereby his grandson, Ralph Andrews. eitflit of her young lady friends at her
Especially nice refreshments
Mr. and Mrs. George H. i.'umtnings of home.
Me< hauic Falls visited at Paris Bill and were served, and the evening was very
Miss Barnes received some
j. uth Paris a few days duriug the past pleasant.
handsome presents.
week.
I'.O.U.C.—Second an! fourth Mondaya of
!i Tnonth.
Β. o.

t
s

The annual sermon to the Knights of
of Hamlin Lodge will be given
by Rev. C. S. Cumraings of Auburn, at
the Congregational church next Sunday
it 2:30 p. m.
Knights and members of
the Pythiau Sisters are requested to
meet at the hall at 1:30.

A crew of three Italians arrived Fri,1a, : begin work for the Maine Felds. trt'o. on the ledge on the farm of
Amasa E. Swift.

1'ythias

The Democrat had a peculiar twist
last week Sa giving the name of the
Walker camp to be built at Shagg Pond.
"
Mortal te va," as given, but
It in not
"Altamerteva," a form fully as significant au 1 more euphonious.

S. C. Ordway goes this Monday to
to attend the annual meeting
I'oland
jf the East Poland Camp Ground Association. Capt. Wm. R. Swan and wife
)f Chelsea, Mass., have returned to the
: imp grounde for the summer and will
furnish diuner on that occasion.

\V lbur L. Farrar has begun work on
the eilar of a house on one of his lots,
at the eorner of the newly laid out
Wheeler and Penley Streets. This will
be a ili uble tenement house, containing
enements of six rooms each.
tw

Advertised letters in South Paris post
jffioe, May 10, UK)i>:
Mrs. Mary Ro*s.
Mrs. A. w. Waver.
l»r. W. R. -lack-on.
Mr. George .J. Hlgxtns.
Mr. Orui K. Dagger.
Mr. Charles Κ ne uu»U.

Ge»rge Π. Soper and Annie L. Merrill
were married at the home of the bride
last Monday evening.
(«n ϊί gh Street
Ktv J. H. Little officiated, using the

relatives were
A few
service.
served
were
Refreshments
after the ceremony. They will reside at
the i me which Mr. Soper has occupied
for s.>n:e years on High Street.

^reseat.

The contest which began May
the W. C. 'Γ. U. will close Wednesday
aftern a at *5 o'clock, May 12th. Don't
Will each one who has assisted
f ;
in the s*ood work please be present at
the annual meeting, which will be held
in the Methodist vestry. May 13th, or
semi a report to the respective captains,
Mr- Walter Swett and Mrs. Chas. Edwards.
vr..
Iton Γ
IVhûûlwr a:u r*3àllé»(i to
Λ bum Thursday afternoon by the sud(i.'i; leath of her father, William Hayes
oft. at city. Mr. Hayes was one of the
n:
prominent cotton manufacturers
11 New England, having been for the
of the
pas· twenty-five years agent
He
Barker cotton mill at New Auburn.
leaves a widow, one eon, William B.
Haves of Providence, R. I., and two
'iiugbters, Mrs. Wheeler, and Miss
Mabel Hayes, who is now teaching in

ind Mrs.
is cook.

fl

lVi»nfir/\rfh

irhn

employed

Wentworth will be

The livery stock of the Wentworth
stable on Pine Street will be sold at
luction next Monday, May 17, at 9
/clock a. m —horses, carriages, harnesses, etc.—Also a quantity of household goods will be sold at the same time
the Wentworth boarding house on
Market Square.

Frank
Fogg came in Thursday night I
with an E. M. F. five-passenger car,
which he will use in bis livery business
this season. The Reo touring car which
he used last season he sold some time
a
;»go to Norway parties, and procured
Reo roadster. This he later sold to
ie
who
Alton C. Maxim of this place,
now using it.
Fogg is agent for the
E. M. F.

Mass.

Mrs. Sarah Mills, who had been here
the past two years with her daughter,
Mr* T. M. Davis, died last Tuesday at
the :»t{e of S5 years. There was a brief
Rev.
I rayer service here, conducted by
Τ \ Kewley, and the remains were
taken to her home in Mapleton, Nova
"C 'tu, where the funeral was held Friday afternoon. The remains were act
mpanied by her two daughters, Mrs.
I'αν is and Mis» .Sarah Mills, the latter of
whom has been here for some time.
Besides the daughters, Mrs. Mills leaves
f îr sons, one of whom is in Boston and
the other three in Nova Scotia.

1

The convention of the Oxford County!
Teachers' Association at Canton Friday
and Saturday was attended by a number
of the Paris teachers, including the three I
teachers of the high school, Principal

r

Clason and Miss Whittum and Miss Kenilrick, assistants, the four teachers in the
cram mar school building. Misses Hatch,
Richardson, Witherell and Penley, and
! Miss Swett of the Pleasant Street School.

·

convention

account of the county
I theOnuext
of the W. C. T. U.
I will be heldmeeting
at the vestry of the Method-

At the adjourned meeting of the Uni- [
;
versalist parish last Tuesday evening, a
letter was read from Rev. J. H. Little,1
whose resignation as pastor the parish
had declined to accept. Mr. Little rev-wed the work that had been done in
the church and the erection of its house
of worship during his seven years' pasHe expressed his gratitude at
torate.
tne expressed desire that he should reraain. It had been hi· intention, he
•ai !, not to take a settled pastorate at
present, but he had received an urgent
ca!' to the church at Bethel, and had decided to accept it, beginning his pastorHis family will remain
a*e June 1st.
here for the present. The church here
will
upon supplies for

probably depend

the «uaimer months.

ist church on Thursday afternoon, May
1-3, at half past 2. This is the annual
meeting for the election of officers.
Members are requested to pay their dues
for tho comiug year to the treasurer at
this time, and it is hoped that as many
of the uew members as possible will be

present.

Albert L. Clark and Frank A. Sburtleff have purchased the F. A. Uorgan
drug store at Old Orchard and will open
it to the public for the summer season
the last of this month or the first of
June. Mr. Clark will go there and have
personal charge of the store, he and Mrs
Clark occup>ing one of the cottages at
the resort during the summer. Robert
W. Wheeler will be there with Mr.
Clark the greater part of the time.

enjoyed at the
A pleasant
reception by Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., to
the members of the dramatic company
who
presented the play for the
time was

fifty members of Mt. Mica Lodge
a splendid entertainment as the
recently
guests of Norway Lodge Tuesday even- benetit of the lodge. The reception was
ing of last week. A good delegation given at Pythian Hall Friday evening,
from Harrison Lodge was also preseut. and was attended by a large number of
The third degree was conferred on a
and their ladies, besides the
the degree Knights
its of
candidates
was
s

>rae

enj >yed

by

eight

s'aff of Norway Lodge in a manner of
which any lodge might well feel proud.
After the work a banquet was served
w tb F. W. Walker of the Paris Home
l!akery as caterer, and was pronounced
by many to be the best lodge banquet
they had ever attended. The usual
speech» from representatives of the
three lodges followed the banquet, and
a.I joined in singing a few familiar
s'mgs to close the evening's pleasures.
The car left for Paris about 12:30.

I^ocal No. 5ti2 of the Master Horseili"t«rs' National Protective Association
will observe the eighth anniversary of
organization here on Wednesday of this

week, May 12. The body organized
eight years ago was the Oxford Black-

smiths' Association, which later became
» branch of
the national association.
Wednesday's meeting will open after the
arrival of the forenoon trains, and the
programme will be completed in time
for those attending to take the afternoon trains.
J. D. Pfeiffer of Norwich,
<'onn., will speak on the benefits to be
The meetderived from organization.
ings will be held in Engine House Hall,
and dinner will be served by the Good
Society a' Good Cheer Hall. All
biacksmiths, whether members of the
••sociation or not, are invited to be

f^heer

present.

There were some eighteen or twenty
interested persons in attendance at the
bearing previously advertised to come
before the fish and game commissioners
at the Grand Trunk passenger station

A musical programme
players.
given, refreshments were served, and

a

and other
very social time with games
diversions was enjoyed.

The Euterpean Club holds its annual
it
meeting this Monday afternoon, when
will be entertained by Miss Leach at
Mrs. Burnham's. Officers for the comand a musical
ing year will be chosen,
out as folprogramme will be carried
lows:

Roll Call—Current Musical Evente.

!

Mrs. Smiley,
M Ns Jackson,
M lee Thayer, Mrs. Eastman,
Mrs. Morton.
Mrs. Gray,
Miss Leach.

solo.
PUno Du«. <i pi»»).
Vocal

Piano Soto,
PlitnoOusrtrttp
yuartette,
Vocal Solo,

j 3™· Ei'™·

ΙϊΕΪΚΓώ.
Mrs. Brlckett.

I Mri· Wheeler, Mr·. Wilson,
( MU, Morton, Mise Clark.

Mrs. Wilson.

the
A very pleasant event occurred at
on
home of Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Ordway
Western Avenue Saturday evening, May
of South
1st, when Mr. Lewis Ë. Stearns
of
Paris and Miss Gertrude L. Swain
Rumford were united in marriage, the
The parsingle ring service being used.
for the
lor was very prettily decorated
everand
occasion with white bunting
march was played
green. The wedding
Hester Ordway
by Mrs. Kewley. Miss
the bride
was flower girl and presented
with a handas she entered the parlor
After the
some bouquet of white pinks.
were served to
ceremony refreshments
and a very
the guests by Mrs. Ordway,
with the
enjoyable evening was spent
The
ceremony
newly wedded couple.
by the Rev. T. N. Kewwas

»ast Tuesday forenoon, regarding the
performed
closing of Stony Brook to fishing. Hon. ley.
L. T. Carleton of Augusta, chairman of
190t
The Seneca High School class of
W. Brackett of
; board, and Hon. J.
(mock) graduation exerPhillips came on the up train and re- will have its Hall
Friday evening next
turned on the down train, being in town cises in New
be expected to
only about ten minutes. The hearing The boys and girls may

lasted five minute*. G. H. Porter objected to the petition presented to the
last legis'ature, asking that the brook be
closed to all
for a term of three

fishing

thereafter opened on'y on
Wednesday of each week. Commissioner Carleton instructed Mr. Porter to

J^ars.

and

have

petition drawn up and circulated

a

foreigners and forwarded to him. Accordingly a petition M in circulatior
asking that the brook be closed to all
hshing except Tuesday and Friday ol
fist

do their best.

Programme

as

follows:

Music.

Vl-gle Lydla Wilson

Salutatory,

Essay—Progress of the Centuries.
Arthur Elbrldge Forbes
Agnes Louise Morton
Class History,
Music.
Ivy May Morton
Class Pô- m
Essay—Manifest Destiny.
—

Walter Prentiss Maxim

Florence Mabel Haskell
Class Prophecy
One Hundred
Essar-The Advancement of
Joseph Hastings Bean
Years,
Music.
Thomas Skolfleld Barne«
•ach week, and that the nnmber of
Class Or.tlon
Frank AlMoo Taylor
to each person on those days be restrict- Essay—Genus Can's,
Evelyn Barnei
..Harriett
Gifts,
ed to fifty per day. The petition is be· Presentation of
Music.
the
pro
and
,n8 generally signed,
by
Solar System,
eoters of the original petition asking Essay—The
George Archibald Bilggt
that the brook be closed for a term ol Address to Undergraduates,
Albert Dexter Park
three years, etc. The hearing was har
Margaret Etta Tayloi
montons and the compromise mawun Valedictory
Conferring of Diplomas.
rogg«ted will probably bo generallj
Class Ode.

«"■factory.

purchased
improved

Paris,

ereatlv

That'a the Way to Pronounce Hyomei, the Money-Back Catarrh Cure.
Aa doubt existe in the minds of many
readers of the Democrat let ns say that

the fields.

just

styles

ΡΓβ®βΓ*®^;

WON'T SLIGHT A GOOD FRIEND.
"If ever I need a good cough medicine
P
superintendent of igain I know what to get," declares
Everybody interested in forming a
Radcllffe
and
the
association
to
4
Co.
is
meet
the B. F. Spinney
Mrs. A. L. Alley of Beals, Me., "for,
poultry
requested
at Engine House Hail, South Paris, Shoe Shop, was in Lewlston last week on after using ten bottles of Dr. King's New
Monday evening, May 17, at 7:30 o'clook. business connected with the ndustry.
Discovery, and seeing Its excellent reA cordial invitation is given to all surThe Andrews building will be moved mits in my own family and others, I am
It relieves stomach misery, bout stomviving members of the old Oxford Coun- on to the lot opposite the Welch bouse sonvinced it is the best medicine made ach, belching, and cures all stomach disty Poultry Association to be preseot. the first of the week. Mr. Fred Stone, 'or Coughs, Colds and lung trouble." ease or money back.
Large box of tabThis society lived and prospered some who owns the next lot, is arranging to Every one who tries it feels just that
lets GO cents. Diuggiste in all towns.
twenty to twenty-five years ago, holding rebuild. It is understood that be will *ay. Relief is felt at once and its quick
Por Bronchitis,
sliows at various places in the county.
.om. of tb. old boo*. In tb. WD- :ure surprises
you.
We wish our new organization to include structlon of hie new home. The house Asthma, Hemorrhage, Croup, La Grippe,
For Sale.
uais
some
there
but
ohest
or lungs it's
from
all
in
all Oxford County, and breeders
was badly burned
lore Throat, pain
a good range, with tank.
have
I
bottle
Trial
at
this
and
of
it
are
to
be
$1.00.
parts
urged
present
lupreme. 50c.
grounds about the shoe factories j ree. Guaranteed by P. A. Shurtleff Α Z)an be seen at G. H. Soper's, No.
meeting if possible.
on the south have been graded and seed- ι Jo.
ίο High Street, South Paris, Me.
Base Ball.
0,1
A very attractive fence has been
19 I
SMASHES ALL RECORDS.
erected along the reservoir bank and the
whole work is to be commended as it
laxative tonic and
PAKIS H. 8. 16; NOB WAT H. 8. 9.
NOTICE.
As an all-round
will greatly improve that section of tbe j lealth-builder no other pills can com- j η the District Court of the United States for I
Under perfect weather conditions but
Such work in the way offlm- , tare with Dr. King's New Life Pills,
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
with an attendance smaller than the in- village.
should receive more attention rhey tone and regulate stomach, liver 1 η the matter of
)
de- provement
terest and excitement of the

Cures

manager of the picture entertainments

"s'TKriTso.!.

played.

the

new

firm at

kindeys, purify the blood, strengthen
cure Constipation, Dyspep, ia,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Headache,
( 'hills and Malaria.
Try them. 25c. at

, ibd

, lie nerves;

1 Γ. A. Shurtleff A Co.

To Mother· In This Town.
Children who are ilellcate, feverish ami cross
rill get lmmedlftte relief from Mother Gray'e
iwect Powders for Childreu. They cleanse the
tomach, act on the liver, making a sickly child
trong and healthy. ▲ certain cure for worms,
<
iold by all druggists, 25c. Sample Free. AdIS 18
Irene, Allen S. Olmsted, Lc Koy, Ν. Y.

j|

.»'·»«·"· [\

tl,· G. A. R. Hall, or the
It was evident from the first that the
C \ Tubbs' store. The store* will be
were
much
nerved
teams
on
both
players
conducted In connection with Mr. Recas
a
and
conseover
the
(.
contest,
up
ard's blacksmith shop. The new_ firm
was
at
times
rather
the
quence
playing
▲ Certain Care for Aching Feet.
will carry everything used in the blackheadwork decidedly
loose and good
Shake Into your shoes Allen's Foot-Ewe, a
smith's line of work as well as carriage
the
fact
that
Notwithstanding
It cures Tired, Aching, Callous, Sweatlacking.
^ lowder.
Swollen feet. At all Druggists and Shoe
the supporters of the Norway team far
Beck will build a new,., ng,
25c.
tore*.
Sample Free. Address, Allen S.
outnumbered those of the Paris team,
15-18
laree well equipped and modern garage < )lmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
Paris remained the steadier at critical
from
recently
tfmes and because of this reason they
S
J. Record. Tbe old garage on
stood the strain of the seventh, eighth
Born.
Street will be sold for a machine
and ninth innings, and then won out by Temple
with
combined
s >me
M
splendid batting
In I.ocke'e
UN, April 29, to the wife of F. A.
George H. Cullinan bas commenced ] 'rortt,
a daughter.
two errors of the Norway team in the
work on the foundation for his new
In
Locke's
Mills,
May 4, to the wife of Frank
first half of the tenth. Mixed with the
house on Orchard Street. The plans , I η thorn v, a eon.
louse playing there was some first class
In
24, to the wife of John W.
April
Noiway,
of
set
buildings.
ue for a very attractive
ball. Five double plays were pulled off
•rince, a daughter.
The attendance at the Mwonlc Grand' In Norway, Ap:il 28, to the wife of Jacoli
in tine shape during the contest, Paris
I odae at Portland last week from Nor- < haperlro, a daughter.
making three and Norway being creditIn West Sumner, May 7, to the wife of W. A.
way was large. Several of the
hit
at
the
base
A
ed with two.
ionney, a daughter.
glance
In Canton, May 7, to the wife of Arthur Fer·
column in the score below tells the story
and, a .ton.
of Paris' victory. Twenty hits with a
of the Charity
»
total of twenty-four bases shows that the
Married.
Paris batters liked the kind of pitching
the Norway pitchers were serving up to
In South Parle, May 3, by liev. J. H. Little,
them, the only wonder being that Paris
an,, wife
Η. Wallace
ilr. George Henry Poper and Annie L. Merrill,
an extra inning to
was obliged to go
were before the Nor,, loth of South Pari».
Blanche
Wallace,
win, as in the nine regular innings Paris
In Byron, April 22, by Henry Π. Richards,
Court Monday on
made sixteen hits to Norway's eight and way Municipal
Mr. Omer Anbln ami Mies Zella Hartley,
Miaree of assault. Josiah W. Richard , îfq.,
ioth
of llyron.
nine.
only seven errors to Norway's
In South Paris, May 1, by Rev. T. Ν. Kewley,
complainant. Wallace was fined 91
Neither team scored in the first but
Jr. Lewie E. Stearns of South Parle end Mlee
iertru'le L. Swain of Rumford.
things got exciting in the second. Paris
scored five runs on three singles, a
double, two errors and a fielder's choice.
Died.
Norway got three of the runs back in
their half of the inning on three hits, an
Bean
D.
and
Charles
Eamee
G.
In Kant Hebron, April 26, Mrs. J. J. Fuller,
error and a base on balls.
Norway got of \ewry were before the Municipal ged 74 year*.
one run in the fourth when Rawson
In Dlxficld, May 4, Frank Weld, aged about 00
Court last week on a charge of cr"elly
dropped a throw from the pitcher with a to animals. The respondents were both ( ears.
In 8outh Parle, May 4, Mrs. Sarah Mills, aged
man on third, his only error of the
t 5 years.
d
discharged after hearing the evidence.
A triple, a double and two errors
In
game.
Greenwood, April 24, Mrs. Mary E. Daniel,
of Trade meeting at EnAt a
( ,>red 87 years.
gave Paris two rune in the eixth, and
eine House Hall Wednesday evening the
In Upton, April 30. Mrs. Etta MuLeod, wife of
then Norway took the lead by scoring ;
amcR McLeod, aged.38 years, 9 months.
matter of building the Norway and
five runs on a single, a double, a base on
In South Water fori, April 23, Ida Wlllard,
,ped M years, 1 month, 15 days.
balls, two errors and a fielder's choice.
In Portland, April 26, Mary (Swan) Emery,
with
in
the
seventh
score
Paris tied the
.ged 31 years.
two hits, an error and a base on balls.
In Mexico, April 29, Mrs. Cora G. Brown, wife
if Shirley Brown, aged 34 vears.
There was no more scoring until the
In East Bethel, May 4, Mrs. Meroah Bennett,
first of the tenth, when Paris commencigcd 80 > ears.
ed to hit Haskell, who started to pitch
In Welchvllle, April 27, Mrs. William Pratt.
pkoripfl S. Akcre and U·
In Bethel, May 3, Mrs. John C. Saunders of 1
in the eighth. Four hits, two errors
Smith. $50,000 is wanted to build tbe , lanover.
and a fielder's choice netted Paris seven
I
road to Rice's Junction.
The Norway supruns and the game.
Eugene D. Miilett, the new road comporters tried to urge the Norway team missioner, has commenced on tlbe dis |
for Sale.
on to a batting rally in their half of the
charge of official duties. It is under
of
the
was
neither
it
but
useless,
Iver
inning,
I have a
Htood that the new commissioner will ;
three batters who faced Cutting being
aDDoint agents in the various districts :le that I will sell for twelve dollars.
able to drive the ball out of the diamond.
in the town, thus nearly re-adopting
Klain did good work for Norway in
STONEY ANDREWS,
getting back into left field on fly balls,
was in town <
West
South Paris, Me.
but had a very bad day on ground bite,
the first of the week on a
his errors being very costly to his team.
The remains of Mrs. Effie B. Swan
Geary and Barker also played well, and were brought here Monday for burial
Partridge was the only member of his I from Augusta where she died. Sue wa | In a
of widower and two
For Paris,
team to get two hits.
the daughter of Mrs. Benj._Bacon Jr
Have
the other 23.
ii,
bam made two fine throws from center SL0 I. eurvived
aoys—one
by a son, Harry swan.
if she has a child.
no
field, getting one man at second and one |
at third. Lowell, who started playing j
CHARLES GAUTIER,
in the seventh, bad a perfect batting |
Buckfield, Maine.
a
j
score, getting two hits and drawing
Interment in Pine
church officiated.
bat.
at
the
times
three
of
| Grove Cemetery.
pass out
I
For Sale.
Wi'ham made four hits, while Rawson,
ι
Barrows and Dunham each got three,
For Best Acre of Potatoes.
Δ Boarding House, Bakery, Harness
j
Rawson's tbree-base-hit being the best
Shop and 200 Farms, in the best part of
hit of the game. The score:
the State; I can give you a trade and
Λ PRIZE FOR PARIS FARMERS WORTH
P. H. S.
jave you money; come and see.
ENDEAVOR.

B(prank°tlH.
h2
Se'ot
Imuel

"iSST"

Boaîd

SOUTH

Dun-1
j

2
1
1
1
2
2

7
7
7
7
6
β
S
2
6
β

Curtis, 3 b

Baurson, 2-b
Wit ham, lb
Harrow», c.
Cutting, ρ

Hugged. e.8
King, l.f.
Lowell, l.f.

Dunham, c.f.
Kasson, r.f

Totale

Β.H. P.O.
1
β
6
S
12
4
2
3
1
2
2
1
0
0
2
0
1
3
10

Κ.

Α.Β.

0

2
3
2

57

20

Α.Β.
4
5
5
5
5
5
3
5
1
3

Κ.

Β.Η.

Ν. Η. S.

Klttln, 3-b
Kimball, «.β
llasnell, 2 b., ρ
Stanley, 1-b

Hear y, c.f

Partridge, l.f
Barker, c
Frost, r.f., 2-b

Pike, r.f.
Stevens, ρ

Totals

30

1β

P.O.
5
0
2
1
14
6
1
13
1
2

0
0
0
2
2
3

Α.

2
4
2
2
3
4
0
0
2
0

objection

SsSs&s&fêê

from this place by the raiser in
than ten years, and second, be-1
7 cause several hundred car-loads should I
be shipped each year. We have a fine
Ε. Boil for this
purpose and much better |

ped

more

House I
land.
without land. [
Post office, store, churches and school
all within 5 minutes walk. Apply to
DR CHAS. L. ALDRICH,
facilities and much lower 1 19-20
Paris, Maine.
rates than the Aroostook

good tillage
bought with or

twenty
can

acres

be

j

4
3
2
3
12
2
2
10
0
0
0
0

transpoitation
transportation

farmers.
The potatoes above mentioned brought
As
seventy cents a bushel at the depot.

117
11111 three hundred bushels were raised on a
ο
0
0
0
the crop was a very profit0 single acre,
0
0
1
able one. Such crops mean greater
TÎ ΪΪ prosperity, more money brought into
30
8
41 "Ô
town and a greater increase in farm
Score by Innings.
Γ 23456789 10-Total. values.
7—16
Through the liberality of a friend who
0 5000 2 200
0—9
to encourage potato raising in
0 30105000
0
0

P. H.S.,
Ν. II. 8
Earned runs, P. H. 8. 4; N. U. S. 2. Twobaselilts, Harrows, Wltham, Frost. Three-baeehlt.
KawM>n. Hits, off Stevens 1? In 7 Inning*; off
Haskell 8 In S Innings. Flr.t base on bails, off
by Cutting
Cutting 3; ou Stevens 1. Struck out,
1: by stevene 3. Left on bases, P. H. S. 11; N.
H. S. 7. Double plays, Haggett to Bawson ; liag:o
gett to Rawson to Wltham; Kawson toWltbam;
Haokell.
Haskell to Kimball to Stanley; Geary
Kl st base on errors, P. H. S. 8; Ν. II. 8. β.

desires

Boston, receiving

an

extensive Medical

and Surgical training. Dr. Roseman has
the town of Paris, The Oxford Democrat been in
private practice a number of
will offer three prizes, a first of twentyyears.
dollars,
five dollars, a second of twenty
and a third of fifteen dollars to the ones
raising the three largeet number of
bushels dT salable potatoes on a single
in the
acre of land in the town of Paris
1009. This offer is open to all, bat
year
Scorer,
and
Thayer.
Clark.
Umpires, Llbby
the names of those intending to comto the Democrat before
Next Saturday Parie High School is pete must be sent
is the most delicate
The
scheduled to play Bridgton High School June 15th next.
The land and potatoes will be measurat Bridgton.
sensitive of our
most
the
and
ed under the direction of some one apIn
8. p. o. s. 22; w. p. Q. s. 4.
senses, yet the most
pointed by the Oxford Democrat.
of the methods
The grammar school team showed its the fall a full description
headaches and nervou·
the results obtained by the
and
used
West
it
defeated
when
class Saturday
will be published.
come directly from
breakdowns
successful
the
competitors
that
at
by
Grammar
place
l'aria
It is hoped that a large number will
of the
above one-sided score. Tbe boys play
troubles
-muscular
enter into this contest and show what
tinely together and will make any team
the
in
Oxford
County
by
be
done
can
Tbe
of their age hustle to defeat them.
use of modern methods in raising potascore:

SOUTH PARIS GRAMMAR.
A.B.

Davis, 3-b
Bolster, 1-b
Merrill 2-b
Wltham, r.f.
S. Davis, ss
Blgelow, C.f
Bartlett, l.f
Newton, c.
Penfold, ρ
Jackson, I f

.7
7
7
δ
2
3
3
5
β
3

Totals,

48

L.

..

Β.

3
4
3
2
3
2
0
3
2
0

22

P.O.
1
0
IS
2
2
1
0
1
12
0
2
0
0
9
2
fl
1
0
0

B.H.

10

27

WEST PARIS GRAMMAR
A.B. Β. B.II. P.O.
6
0
0
5
Moray, 1-b, 3-b.. s.a
4
2
0
4
n
Andrews, c., 3
117
4
Young, p., c., 3-b
2
1
1
4
■
Jackson, ·., ρ
5
0
0
4
Tuell, 2-b
3
0
2
3
Churched, 3-b., 1-b
0
0
0
4
Swan, l.f.
0
0
0
Λ
Matherson, c.f.
0
0
0
r.f..............4

Perham,

36

Totals

4

4

27

A.

K.

1
0
0
1
2
2
0
0
10
0
0
0
C
0
3
0
7
ί
0
13
Α.
0
1

X
S
1

15

S
3
11
11
<
0
0
(
0
7

)

by Inning·.
12345678 9-Total

Score

10 0 1 2 2 3 1 0 3-22
8. P. G. 8
W. P. G. 8...... 0 10000003—4

ol
First base on balls, off Young 2, Jackson 5;
Jacksoi
Penfold 1. Struck out, by Young 2, by Scorer
Jackson.
5; by Penfold 7. Wild pitch,

C. Kasson.

8. P. G. 8.

8;

P. H. 8.

2d 6

A report of last week'· games woul<
th<
be incomplete without mention of
thirteen inning game played at the hlgl
Wednesday after school
school

grounds

evenly matchet

The teams were very
and the game as exciting as
been

played

on

any that ba

these grounds reoently

and size of

Glasses

Oxford Pomona Orange.
Fredrick Robie Orange will entertain
Pomona on June 1st:

relieve muscular strains and
the sooner applied, the better.

Opening Ceremonies.

ive

PROGRAMME.

Routine Work.

Conferring Degree.
Music,
Paper
Reading

Frederick Roble Grange.
3. V. Hunting, Oxford
Frederick Roble Grange.
Parle Grange.
Music
What experiments for the benefit
Question
Maine
the
Experiinould
culture
fruit
of
ment Station undertake? Opened by
Brother S. N. Hankell of Mechanic Palis,
followed by B. L. Cnmmlngs, Wlllard
Brett and others.
Bear Mountain Grange.
Music

LIVED 152 YEARS.
manWm. Parr—England's oldest
married the third time at 120, worked in

We

are on

the alert for defect-

Eyes.

Every Precaution.
S. RICHARDS,

We Take

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
6 Pleasant St., South Pari·, Me.
COCK

one

f

on

The aubacriber hereby gives notice that she
run- has been duly appointed executrix of the
will and testament of
last
50c. at
EREELAND B. DAMON, late of Sumner,
,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
demands against the estate of sala de·
oeaeoa are desired to present the same for settle,
of ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
will be lake payment Immediately.
„„„
HARRIETT D. DAMON.
1900.

They're a godsend to weak, sickly,
Try them.
or old people.

down

F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Indications are that the registration
automobiles in Maine this year
larger than ever before.

having

Apriiaoth,

We Have a Very Complete Stock
of Our Comfort Shoes for
House Wear.
We will mention a few of them : Ladies' Kid Lace Hoots,
light sole, plain toe, very soft and easy, for $2.00. Also

another line with a cap on the toe but very soft and light
with rubber heels for the same price, $2.00; and a nice style
Juliet, patent tip, light sole, rubber heel, for $1.50. Λ dark
brown unlined Oxford, light sole, $2.00; also a black OxA low tie,
ford, light sole, soft toe, rubber heel, $1.50.
Also
and
soft,
rubber
$1.25.
heel,
light
very
plain toe,
Mecca Slippers, wide plain toe, very light and soft, $1.25.
Plea*e Remember, we make a specialty of these
If you are looking for comfort
comfort shoes for women.
for your feet you can find it here, and
in all sizes from 2 1-2 to 8.

for

^

carry most of these

Shoes You Can

Find

Here.

Them

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Toloplioiio 118-8.

...

SEE MY NEW LINE OF

CORSETS.

WORCESTER
ALSO

SOME

NEW

FERRIS

Millinery

...

ROVAL

AND

REGAL

COLOR

SEND

we

It Makes no Difference What You Want

DO YOU WANT GOOD PAINT

NUMBERS

IN THE

WAISTS.

Fancy Goods.

and

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

'^CARD

MARKET

SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

1

48

Burgess.fo8is&Co\5HADE^/ Portland,
ME.

118 COMMERCIAL ST.

The Farmer Needs a Bank Account
as Much as Any Other
Business Man.

THIS BANK is for everyone, not for the rich alone but also for
those who have only a little and are striving to make more.

We want the business of young men, of business men and especially
To
want the accounts of the farmers in this section of the state.
do
a protection or convenience than the
no one is a bank account more of
Our dealings will always be as liberal as safe banking will perfarmer.
we

mit. The farmer who carries a balance with us during part of the year
will thus establish a credit that will be worth much to him if he can make
more money

keeping

earth."

Telephone 106*3.

light.

by borrowing at other times.
FARM122RS
yourselves

deposit

cure

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

absolutely fly-tight.
lights in a window,

NOTICE.
a bank account at THIS STRONG NATIONAL
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she try
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
long20
lived
and
how safe, convenient and easy it is.
182
years
till
for
fields
out
find
the
and
of
at 80. will and testament
er.
JENNIE A. WADSWORTH, late of Hiram,
People should be youthful shows
\
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
James Wright of Spurlock, Ky.,
like having demands against the eatate of said do·
TO-DAY.
mail
but
Don't
your
how to remain young. "I feel just
delay
settlesame
for
the
dealredlo present
"after oea*od are all
Indebted thereto are requested to
a 10 year-old boy," he writes,
ment, and
Bitters.
Iramedlatelv.
Electric
make payment
taking six bottles of
NELLIE M. BIQLEY.
April 20th, 1909.
For thirty years Kidney trouble made
this
of
bottle
first
the
but
life a burden,
NOTICE.
wonderful medioine convinced roe I had

found the greatest

F. PLUMMER,

J.

Co.,

FainT

conception of
to-day. It is

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50

\Pir~

FOR

"

"

J. P. RICHARDSON, South Paris.
1$

styles

in a class by itself, its sales are far in
advance of all other shoes for women.
The Queen' Quality " Oxfords are in
Lace, Button and Blucher styles, and
in Tan, Patent, Kid and Gun Metal
leathers.

Thing Yet Out Is

ordering, simply give

in various new

The woman who knew
"
of a few
Queen Quality

years ago can have no
the "Queen Quality" of

Barbed Wire, Nails, Garden Tools, Paints, Oils,
Hardware of Every Description.

neglected.

Properly Fitted

toes.

only the

Is

In

showing,

and leathers.

MAINE.

number of

really
elegant

footwear we recommend the extensive line of

we are

[t is made to fit all stock size windows.
Fits the window casing without attachments.
Can be raised at will, and will "stay put"
Can be put in or taken out instantly.
Needs no tools whatever, and

Eye

Eye.

smart and

Queen Quality Oxfords

BECAUSE

EYE CARE.

Many

appreciate

the htlr.
Cleanni ai.d
L
Promote· α laxmi-nt frruwth.
Never Pail3 to Reftore Grty 1
Hair to ite Youthful Color.
Cjrv» ecftlp diaf*»cfl fc half falling.
jl.OJftt jJroggUf

Hie "Peerless" Adjustable Window Screen

NOTICE.
To Locate in West Paris.
Dr. Benj. F. Roeeman will locate in I
Dr.
West Paris about June 1st, 1909.
Roseman will occupy Dr. Packard's
house.
Dr. Roseman is a Boston physician, a graduate of Tufts University, and
has served in all the large hospitals in

To women who can

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

PARIS,

The Best

THEIR

HAZEN'S FARM AND REAL ESTATE
19-22
AGENCY, Oxford, Maine.
Last fall there was shipped from South
01 Tarie one car-load of potatoes raised oil
FOR SALE.
01 one farm. This statement should re3
0
ceive more than a passing notice; first,
The James T. Clark stand on Paris
01 because it is the only car-load lot shipj Hill. Ten room house in good repair,
0

Α.

family

Ε.
1I
1
2

01

1»

Housekeeper Wanted.

GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
Clerk and Treasurer.
South Paris, Maine, May 1, 1900. 18-10

SCREEN YOUR WINDOWS

"paris

buein^e tnp^

P. m.

Paris Trust

ο

thC°H.^an*of

o'clock,

is safe.

SUS?-

Johnson Bicy-

that the annual

in putting this money in the
different banks it is put into
circulation and used to build up
business all over the country.
Did you ever stop to think
that in carrying the few dollars
you do around in your pocket you
are doing right opposite from what the
United States government is doing?
Open a check account with us
and put your money into circulation.
You can draw it at any time and it

j,

good

hereby given

BECAUSE

»rg«P^orwbiî^|
^Albert

Bicycle

Notice is

meeting of the stockholders of the Pythian Building Association for the election of officers for the ensuing year and
transaction of any other business that
may legally come before said meeting,
will be held at tbe South Pjirls Savings
Bank on Monday, May 17th, 100Θ, at two

deposit its surplus money in the
different banks throughout the
country instead of putting it in
its own large strong vaults where
it cannot be got at by burglars
or burned up by fire ?

»,)

Son

A1IIIVAL· MEETING.

WHY DOES THE
TOUTED STATES MVEHT

1!,

Norway, Me.

Pythian Building Association.

South Paris, May 4,1909.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

Truces

$1.00.

in

styles

THOMAS SMILEY,

0 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
aid creditors may attend, prove their claims,
.ppolnt a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
ransact such other business as may properly
ome before said meeting.

porçha.ed

Other

indigestion

EDWARD C. SKINNER, } In Bankruptcy.
of Paris, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Edward C. skinner, In
, he County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 24th day of
4ov., A. D. lflOS, the said Edward C. Skinner
ras duly a<|Judlcated bankrupt, and that the first
neeting of his creditors will be held at the office
if the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
'aria, on the 26th day of May, Λ. D. 1909, at

protected clasps,

hips;

$1.50, $2.00, $3.50.

ri>The

attend had to make considerable
effort to find out what time it was to be

long

Price $2.00.

ά»

to

STYLE 743 (like cut)

$1.00.

ΜΙΌΗΑ

game
fu all sections of the village. The beaueerved, Paris High School and Norway tv of the village place Is its neatness,
met
for the
High School base ball teams
tidiness and pretty lawns. They cost
first time this eeasun at the fair grounds
a little timé aud every place eau
only
not
The
was
afternoon.
Saturday
game
afford to bave them.
advertised at all in this village, few
The moving pictures have departed.
knowing that it was to be played, and
Manv good words are spoken for the
those who did know about it and wished

pockets

ripping,

High

He Is now

perfectly

breaking

STYLE 1507 (like cut)

•erected the very first of 1800. It is one
of those large, attractive places well
built and most excellently
Mr. Shank will have one of the best

CharlMnTsargent,

P. Ν. CORSETS

corsets on
We hâve
put in a new line of P. N. Corsets, which we consider to be one of the best fitting
the above is the proper pronunciation of
fitted. All P. N.
out of which all figures can be
We have nine different
America's most wonderful catarrh cure. the American market.
F. A. Sburtlefl & Co. are the agents for
Another great feature
or rusting.
Corsets have a Cork Steel Protector to prevent the front steels from
Hyomei in South Parla and they will
and
can be removed at
sol) .you an inhaler, a bottle of Hyomei» of these Corsets is the Practical Side, which are extra side pieces which slip into
and full instructions for use, for only 91.
to
and
the
Corset
to
thus insuring permanent shapeliness
adding its lease of service.
will without sewing or
And if It fails to cure acute or chronic
While pushing a baby carriage along
the tracks at Old Orohard Thursday, catarrh, asthma, bronchitis, croup, hay
Mrs. William Snow, aged over 40, was fever or coughs and colds, they will give
who
(truck by a train and killed. The baby you your money back. The person
suffers from catarrh after such an offer
waa thrown some distance but not fatally
as that, mnst like to snuffle, spit and
injured.
wheeze, and be generally disgusting.
A party of some over one hundred
and
Read what Mr. O. F. Lowe says:
Medium length waist,
Boston business men, members of the
"I have used Hyomei for a case of
the
and
of
Commerce
Boston Chamber
nasal catarrh wLlcb bad bothered me for
cork
bust with very
skirt,
Boston Merchants1 Association, made a a long time. I can say that Hyomei
tour of Maine by special train last week killed the germs of the disease and gave
ribbon trimmings,
and
lace
front
and
batiste ; supporters
in the interest of a oloser business union. me the much sought and needed relief.
Several days were spent in the trip, and From this experience I know Hyomei to
side, with fancy lace and bow four supporters, white coutil,
tbe visitors were entertained at a num- to be a relhble remedy, and I give it the
of
the
towns
ber of the cities and larger
praise and recommendation that it detrimmings, white; sizes iS to sizes iS to 28.
state.
lervee."—G. F. Lowe, R. F. D. No. 7,
2 6.
Price
Allegan, Mich., September 19, 1008.

making extensive repairs on the buildIt Is reported that the house was
ings

We have to acknowledge our gratitude
for one really bright, nice spring day,
Saturday—the only one of the kind in
several weeks. It was only a temporary
reform, and the weather has reverted to
its old condition.

Lfe mUh°er

ire to close out the livery stable and
hoarding house business, will be at the
ilen House io the White Mountains this
Mr. Wentworth will drive on
summer.
:he Mount Washington carriage road,

1st in

Heading,

Vfra

\f.

John A. Doherty of Aabaro has been
uonvlcted of assault with Intent to kill
opon Peter B. Pabey, also of that city,
on Oct. 1, 1908, and sentenced to three
years in state prison.

Norway.,

S. F. Davis, P. M.

r.ntr

HIGH-O-ME.

State Commissioner of Agriculture
Oilman decides that the Topsham fair
will lose its state stipend according to
the state law, as gambling was allowed
on the grounds at the fair last fall.

B°Cari'shank

Bennett, formerly
visiting here.

Mal·· New· Not··.

NOBWÀI.

days by her mother,

oace Hour» : 7 :30 A. M. to 7 >30 P. M.

ing prayer service

Seats now on sale at ShurtlefPs for the
Mock Graduation.

Mr·. E. F. Clason is

SOCTH_PABIS.

SOCTH PARIS POST

evening,

THE NORWAY NATIONAL
of

BANK

?»

Ready for Inspection.
Call and

The

„„

J1

""

C&fr/jftfâZM
?

see

them

or

send for

samples.

Styles Are New.
Right.

The Prices Are
Our stock of

Linoleums,
is

N.
BANK

Norway, Maine.

CASTORIA or Infants tod Ctildru.
Til IMYm Hiii AlwmBwtM

Rolls New Wall Paper

Carpets, Art Squares, Rugs,
Oilcloths,

complete.

Dayton

Mattings,

&c.,

Bolster Go.,

"The Store That Saves You Money."

SOUTH

MAINE.

PARIS,

CASTOR IA
TIi KM Yea Han Always Bought

°<

sjf

λίΚΤ"

"

The First Prize.

in life's contest is robust health. For sixty years, the
true "L. F."Atwood's Bitter· have safeguarded the
You can always
health of thousands of families.
depend on them to promptly relieve constipation,
indigestion and bilious attacks. Try them ; that is
all we ask. Results will prove convincing enough. A
bottle for 35c. and only a teaspoonful to a dose.

The Land of
Puzzledom.
No. 474.—Charade.
"And can you use a one?" 1 asked
The tramp who begged for bread.
MI never even on* a on·."
The laay rascal said.

large

A LOW PRICE
—

up stock.

Tenney,

a

"If you would eat my bread, young
man,
Just prove you're not a dunce,
But take this osx and this one-two
And get to work at once!"

Oculist,

—

at his Norway office over C.
F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,

Will be

Carpets

Wool
to close out

ON

Dr. Austin

two take careT"
Impatiently I cried.
"I really do not know, kind sir.
Because I never tried."

"Well, can you of

No. 475.—President Puzzle.

Corner Main and Danforth

Sts.,

Friday, flay 91st,
At Rumford,

Eyes

Friday, April 14th.

(be Tear iao9 In the town of Paris and wish to
retain the number they had In the year 1908,
must call ami have such dogs taxed Immediately,
The
as 1 shall retain no numbers after May 1st.
law distinctly states that all dog· must be
licensed by April 1st.
W. J. WHEELER, Clerk of Parle.
Mtf

new

Lot

has 10 per cent, more finely powdered (and therefore active)
noncementing materia! and i 0 per cent, less inert (and therefore
the
world.
in
cementing) coarse matter than any other cement
The cement particles left on the screen after screening through
better than
a sieve of 40,000 meshes to the square inch are little
sand in cementing quality. Edison Portland Cement is

10% Finer than the Next Finest

Cheapest because it binds the most
sand, fills a mold most solidly, makes strongAsk the dealer to tell you
est final set.
or send direct to us for
how
and
why
free booklets.
Sold

Proverbs. 11. A multitude—St Nicholas.

No. 477.—Hidden Qeneral.
Place in the order given, on α line,
the five words referred to in the following definitions, and you will have
the name of an American general who
served In the Mexican and civil wars.
1. To gain by success In contest. 2.
A clearetTinclosure of land. 3. An Inhabitant §f a part of Great Britain. 4.
A conjunction. 5. A small conical pile

of hay.

No. 478.—Homonym.
They rushed pellmell Into the house,

Two brisk American scions.
"Been to the zoo," the boy proclaimed,
·*·**
·····."
"And I've seen two

"Out to the country I have been,
Out beyond the church called Zlon's,"
Said the girl, "and I have seen not two
But a thousand ·»········."

South

toy

Paris, Maine.

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.
THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND

ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc. Pipe, Fittings,
Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
All in running order and doing a good business in general repairing of

1 Γ"ι
What birds are represented?

A

Address,

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

AS

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

uewspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, Tne Oxford Democrat,

GOOD

ie a

AS
A

DAILY

metropolitan

PAPER.

No. 480.—Anagram.

'When from tils cage a lion breaks
And keepers try to catch the brute
It needs a lut of all to take
Position in that lion's routb.
As for myself, though not devoid
Of courage, I would rather be
Where I could never be annoyed
By such a fugitive as he.

Key to Puzzledom.
No. 465.—Word Square:
κ α τ κ
AKIN
TIED
ENDS

No. 466.—Behead ment: Hedge, edge;
brim, rim.
No. 407.—Transformations:
Money,
honey, coney, cones, tones, bones.
No. 468.—ParaRrnra: Novelties, novel, ties.
No. 469.—Vaudeville Puzzle:

Papers One Year lor $2.25.

NEWS-

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
The accompanying diagram shows
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will how Little Bo Peep placed her sheep In
separate pens with three straight
bring you a free sample copy.

rianos

s

Large Stock of New

Put any desired part of the veal in a
atewpan, with juet enough hot water to
cover it
Seaaon with a bouquet of paraley, celery and leeka tied in a bunch;
the peel of one lemon out in ahreda and
Boil for
one large oarrot cut in dloe.

hour, seaaon with aalt, then let simuntil the veal la tender; take it out
and lay it in a roasting pan. Strain the
broth; there ahould be two quarts. Put
one-half cup of butter in a frying pan
and melt; in this brown one heaping
tablespoon of flour; add the hot broth
one

mer

urgans.

Pianos and

Organs.

marks.
No. 470.—Charade:
Sir, veil, lance;
nurveillnnce.
No. 471.—Mathematical Puzzle: 1881.
A sewing maNo. 472.—Enigma:
chine.
No. 473.—Pictured Word: Overhang-

ing.

of

playerpianos.

Here is and

W. J. Wheeler,
Bluings Block,

FT .EASE

Keep

MIND!

Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Doors, Windows, Frames,
Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

one·.

Are von fellows sailor·Ρ There's ft
of » lot of ollmblngto do."
"Both A. B.'s," I answered.
"All right. If jon went the Job get
two others, and be qnlok about It."
We tnroed to scrutinize the sea of
humanity about us. There was not a
white face to be seen. Fearful of losing
so rare a chanoe, we oharged the mob,
bent on breaking through and carrying
the good news to some of our comrades
"on the beach." Before we could esfamiliar slouchcape I caught sight of a
hat well back In the crowd, asd a moment later Askins, the erudite, stood beside us. Behind him trotted Dick Haywood, and our party thus oomplete, we
dashed back to the boss.
"All right," he roared. "If you chaps
are looking for work I pay a quid a
week and nnd yourselves. Can't do any
better. Want it?"
"A pound a week!" said Askins in an
"That's more than two
undertone.
chips a day. Ay, we'll take it." centre
"All right. Jump on to that
pqle and get 'er up. If these niggers get
in the way brain 'em with a tent-stake.
Get a bit of canvas spread and we can
drive 'em back. Step lively now."

bis own wood and sweep out the little
CHOCOLATK AND CHECKEBBEBBY PODohurch entrusted to bis care, is followed
DING.
by a "boy" to carry bis books. There
like that
Heat half a pint of milk with one are some vocations, however,
seaman on a "windjammer" at which
aquare of grated chocolate; mix half a of
be he black, brown, or yelcup of sugar, three level tablespoons of the Oriental,
among
flour, yolk of one egg and a pinch of low, is a dismal failure—and
Hence our
man.
salt with milk to make smooth; add to them is that of oircus
native
the
times
the boiling milk and cook until it thick- employment at eight
ens.
Beat the white of the egg to a stiff wage.
"This sight is to me astounding,"
froth, add one tablespoon of sugar and
to his older
half a teaspoon of checkerberry essence. shrieked a high caste youth
before known
Put by spoonfuls in a pretty dish and companion. "I have never
can do such workings."
pour the cream around it. The combi- that Europeans
"Why, indeed yes," cried the babu,
nation of chocolate and checkerberry is
"in bis home the sahib does just so
as delicious as it is unusual.
strong work as our coolies. But because
STEWED LETTUCE WITH GBAVY.
be Is play cricket and tennis he is doing
This is a desirable way of using un- even stronger. He is not rich always
sightly or large leaves of lettuce. Par- and sitting in shade."
boil them, drain and press out the water
"But do the white man not losing his
in a towel. Put in a stewpan with salt caste when be is working like coolies?"
and pepper and pork and add a cup of demanded the youth. "Why is this man
Cook gen- work at such? Is he perhaps prisoner
white veal or chicken broth.
tly for an hour and a half. Drain in a that he disgrace himself lower than the
sieve, shape nicely on a dish. Remove keeper of the arrack-shop?"
fat from broth, strain, season with beef
"Truly, I not understand," admitted
extract and pour over the lettuce.
the older man, a bit sadly. "But I am
reading that in sahib's country he make
POTATOES FRIED IN CBUMBS.
the workings of coolie, and yet is not
Cut cold boiled potatoes aa for a
Weekly.
coolie."—Harper's
French fry (in stripe), then dip each
piece in egg and cracker crumbs and fry
Starting an Endless Chain.
in deep fat. Drain and eerve hot.
struggled
Both father and mother
MOCHA

GEMS.

Cream two tablespoons of butter and
one of sugar, add one egg well beaten.
Mix one cup of coffee and half a cup of
milk, add it alternately with one cup and
a half of flour mixed and sifted with one
and one-half teaspoons of baking powder
and half a teaepoon of salt. Then beat
in one cup of rolled oats. Pour into hot

buttered gem pans and
minutes in a hot oven.

bake twenty

valiantly to teach little Effie to repeat
the letter "A." The child emphatically

refused to pronounce the first letter of
the alphabet, and after many vain efforts
the father retired from the fight discouraged. The mother took the little
girl on her lap and pleaded with her.
"Dearie, why won't you learn to say
Ά'?" she asked.

"Because, mamma," explained Effie,

"des as soon as I say Ά' you an' papa
"
will want me to say 'B.'

LENTIL SOUP.
Handsome and Useful Dog.
Soak half a pound of lentils overnight;
a handsome dog you keep,"
"That's
in the morning add three pints of water
said a wayfaring man to the proprietor
and a ten-cent soup bone, set on the
of a Highland inn where be was lately
stove and boil three hours. Then add a
sojourning.
to
and
salt
of
sugar,
pepper
teaspoon
"Aye, aye," was the appreciative retaste. Ten minutes before serving re"an' he will be a useful dog as well.
ply;
a
with
thicken
bone
and
move the soup
I haven't washed a plate since I got him,
of
a
of
of
graham whatever."
cup
paste
one-quarter
flour and bacon fat, browned together
add
use
dumplings
butter),
potato
(never
REV. I. W. WILLIAMSON'S LETTER.
and cook eight or ten minutes longer.
Rev. I. W. Williamson, Huntington,
To make wholly German a little vinegar
is to certify that
is added. Extra flavor may be given by W. Va., writes: "This
for nertwo chopped onions and a
pinch of I used Foley's Kidney Remedy
trouble and
cloves. This recipe ie enough for a vous exhaustion and kidney
am free to say that it will do all that you
large family with some left over for a claim
for it." Foley's Kidney Remedy
salad.
has restored health and strength to
POTATO DUMPLINGS.
thousands of weak, run down people.
Boil four potatoes in their jackets, Contains no harmful drugs and is pleasa
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
ant
to take.
hot
and
press through
peel them while
colander. Add a level tablespoon of
"I wonder what 1009 will bring forth?"
salt, one-quarter of a cup of sifted flour
"I can tell you. Trouble in the Baland mix lightly, add the yolks of two
refusals
eggs, the whites beaten stiff, and last a kans, a bum spring, Senatorial
level teaspoon of baking powder. Try a to resign, a hot summer, a lot of disapdumpling in boiling salted water; if it pointed pennant hopes, a few more styles
falls to pieces add more flour and roll and several South American revolutions."
the potato into balls or dumplings very
The U. S. Government in its "Pure
lightly. Boil them about ten minutes.
Remove with a skimmer, drain, put on Food Law" does not "indorse" or "guarmanuplatter and pour melted butter over antee" any preparation, as some would
facturers in their advertisements
them.
make it appear. In the case of medicines
GERMAN CARROTS.
the law providee that certain drugs shall
Cut four small carrots. Put into a be mentioned on the labels, if they are
saucepan one rounded tablespoon butter ingredients of the preparations. Ely's
and an onion cut fine; fry, stirring con- Cream Balm, the well-known
family
stantly till golden brown and tender. remedy for cold in the bead, hay fever
Then add the washed carrots and one and nasal catarrh, doesn't contain a
teaspoon of sugar, cover closely and let single injurious drug, so the makers
simmer gently. When tender (in half have simply to print the fact that it coman hour), sprinkle lightly with salt, then plies fully with all the requirements of
add one-quarter of a cup of cream and the law.
one teaspoon of minced
parsley, and
serve.
When the above is done, cold
They tell of an Atbchison man who
cooked peas or canned peas may be laid was going down street with a girl. She
over the top of the carrots in the sance- was one of the kind who believes in the
as they
pan, covered, and allowed to heat thor- power of the gentle hint, and
passed a candy store she said:
oughly, then stirred together.
"Doesn't that candy smell good?"
JELUED PECAN SALAD.
••Yes," the man replied, "let's stop
To one pint of lemon jelly when nearly here and smell it a while 1"
hard add one cup of broken pecans,
mold in wine glasses, and serve on letA CARD.
tuce leaves with finely shaved sweet
This is to certify that all druggists are
green peppers and mayonnaise.
authorized to refund your money if
SPLIT ROLLS.
Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your
Bake two large potatoes; while hot cough or cold. It stops
the cough,
rice them into a mixing bowl, add one heals the lung· and prevents pneumonia
cup of lard and butter mixed, two table- and consumption. Contains no opiates.
spoons of salt, two well-beaten eggs and The genuine is in a yellow package. F.
one cup of milk in which has been dis- A. Shurtleff & Co.
solved half a yeast cake, two tablespoons
of sugar and one quart of sifted flour.
"Your name, Alice, and my daughter's
If one wants them for the evening meal,
the eame makes matters somewhat
mix at nine in the morning. At noon being
said a Qermantown woman
stir in another pint of flour and let rise confusing,"
to a new domestic. "How do yon like,
again. About two hours before needed,
the name of Bridget?"
turn out on a board, roll rather thin, say,
"Well, mum," returned the cook, "it's
cut with a biscuit cutter, spread a little
I'm
melted butter on one and lay another on not mesilf thet's over-particnlar.
name
have risen bake willin' to call the young leddy any
of it. When

dis-

SWEET

oven.

The Wars of
Our Country
VI.—French and Indian
War-Part 11.
By Albert Paywn TerhuM

PICKLE.

ye'd suggist."

Bicycle

a

Rae· In

Australia.

One of the mont singular events in
the aunals of athletics occurred a few
The
years ago at Sydney, Australia.
occasion was a great electric light
bicycle race, and the attendance

10,000 people.
not less than
was
There were fifty entries, two of whom,
James Somerrllle and Percy Cliff, were
not only professional rivals, but deadly
Both were considered exenemies.
pert riders.
From the start of the race Somer-

of speed and drew away from his
rlral. Suddenly at this point his grip
on the handle bar relaxed, and he.fell
forward. The machine, however, under the tremendous Impulse It had re-

mtuFsi
ELIXIR
The Best

Worm Medielne

the map of America. The Invalid
was Major GenJames
e r a 1

barr
Four yards from tbo tape the ma
At this
chine slowed down a little.
ma
point the front wheel of Cliff's
chine struck the hind wheel of SomerrUle's, sending both wheel and rldei
Somerrllle won the
across the tape.
second»:
race, but he was dead several

Wolfe,

who,

though only thir-

ty-two, was in
charge of the

Important
campaign of the
most

«Tossed the
Record-Fiera Id

before he

tape.—Chicago

JJ« r_
situated

lng In valu for some means of capturing the "upper town," but every scheme
At last worry and
came to nothing.
exposure brought on a dangerous fever
and the young general lay for weeks
between life and death.
While he was slowly recovering
Wolfe sent for his officers and revealed
to them a course of action he had
He had decided on creeping
formed
secretly up the Heights of Abraham
along a steep, little known path at a
point where the cliff was so precipitous
as to seem to need uo sentinel to guard
It and thus to transport his army to
the Plains of Abraham and attack the

citv from the rear. It was a desperate
Wolfe rose
man's desperate plan.
from his sickbed on the night of Sept
He and his
12 to carry It through.
army rowed In small boats with muffled
oars up the river to a cove under the

Then, hanging

heights.

on

by bushes
from the
file up the

and vines that projected
rock they crawled hi single
Bide of the cliff until they had reached
the plalus above. At dawn on Sept.
13 a white faced aid rushed Into Montcalm's presence with the news that
6000 English stood in battle array outthe city walls. Ile inarched out
against the Invaders and met them In
battle on the open plain. The flght
was furious and was the climax and
decisive blow of the whole seven years

side

war.

Wolfe placed his army to meet the
French attack and ordered his men not
to fire until the foe should be within
forty yards of them. Thus, an the
French came on.
rifle
fearful
a
clone
at
blast

quarters

swept

their ranks. Another and anoth
er volley follow
ed. The French
lines crumpled In
confusion. Then,
the
crucial
at
Wolfe
moment.
gave the order to
charge. The Eng
llsh, with bayonets fixed, hurl
ed themselves
against the de-

moralized French
battailous.
Wolfe, leading
the charge, was
DEATH OK WOLFE.
wounded In the
wrist. Shifting his sword to his other
hand, he continued at the head of his
men. A second bullet struck him withthird
A
out checking his onrush.
plowed through his breast, mortally
wounding him.
"Lift me up!" he panted to the officers who caught his falling body In
their arms. "The men mustn't see that
lam down. The day Is ours. We must

heavy,

Harvesting
Hachinery.
to

The next year
of the
Montreal was captured and the conflict
was practically at uu end.
England's
power In North America was now suwar was

broken.

preme.
A

Light, 8teady Hand.

I

And All

Repairs

You can be sure of the
whitest, lightest and most
wholesome bread at every

baking.

Here it a perfect flour made from rich Ohio
wheat which has no auperior for nutrition.
The wheat is stored in tanks hermetically
■eated, and it is cleaned six timer, before
grinding. Tested every half hour to
insure uniform quality, this flour is
guaranteed to give abttolute

satisfaction.

WilliamTell

r

Commence to-day and
yon will soon be well. Pleasant to take.
F,. A. Shurtleff A Co.
other ailments.

As an exercise of patience and dexa set of domino·
η I Mtu one that stands upon Its narrow
Thin Is no easy matter, but a
end.
little patience will enable you to arrange the Htoues In layers, which can
with care be lifted Into place and balanced there.

terity try to balance

Wadsworth, Howland & Co.
BAY

STATE

Liquid Paint.

Almon Young, lateof Hiram,deceased, wM
and petition for probate thereof presented
Walter B. Clarke and Fannie M. Clifford, t ·;
executors therein named.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Sample Card* Free.

I.ucy &. Llbby, lateof Greenwood, denned; will and petition for probate thereof p.·
sented by Jesse F. Llbby, the executor ther· :·
named.

YEARS'
EXPERIENCE
60

Patents
ide m*nn»

....

DcsiaNS
Copyrights Ac.

Alpheus A. C. Abbott, late of Peru, decea·
ed;wlil and |x-tltlon for probate thereof p:«·
sented
Joseph A. Putnam, the executor there
In named.

by

%

Anyone «endtnc η sketrh and description may
quickly «certain our opinion free whether an
Invention I* probably P?,Ç';t"£'eC°m2a'1,e£
tion»«trlctly<*ouildeiitlal. HANDBOOK on Patent·
■ent froo. OMest ημοπ« τ for occurmf patenta.
Patent» taken tfiroUKh .Munn k Co. recelT·
ipteial notict, without cbaree, In the

the law directe. AU persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
ANGIE C. IIODGE.
April 20th, 1909.

Scientific American.

NOTICE.

A handsomely Illustrate·! weekly. ÏJMweat circulation of any eflcntlflc tournai. Term·, »3 a
year: four month·, tl. Sold by all newadealer*.

that my wife, Winifred
I. Penloy, has left my bed and board without
cause, therefore I warn all |>eople from trusting
her on my credit.
CF. PEN LEY.
17 19
South Paris, Maine, April 24,1909.

hereby given

Sunn &Co.3e,B-^· Hew York
Branch OtDce. CIS F Bt, Washington, D. &

Put This Stove In
Your Kitchen
It is wonderfully
convenient to do
a

ready

A netI η W. Royal, late of Paris, deceu
will and petition for probate thereof preser.te I
by Ksther E. Royal, the executrix therein
named.

therein named.

For Sale by

South ParlJ.

In named.

Jennie II. Bumpu·, late of Oxford, dece
ed; will and petition for probate thereof presented by Charles II. Bumpus, the executor

MADE IN NEW ENGLAND.
BEST FOK NEW ENULAND.

as

(')'nthla Blabe·. late of Hartford, decease
petition that Frederick It. Oyer or some otner
suitable person be appointed as adndnUtraior
the estate of said deceased, presented by Jam·*
K. Warren, a creditor.
Marah E. Dlnsmorr, late of Hiram, decked; petition that Charles Kankln or some tt
suitable person he appointed as administrator
the estate of said deceased, presented by Lavl: 1»
A. Dlnsmore, mother.

nannlbal Andrews, late of Milton I'larlt
Hon, deceased; petltlou that Imogene M Swett

other suitable person be
administrator of said deceased,
Imogene M. Swett, niece.
or some

appointed

présente

*«

7

^

Orange F. Mmall, of Parla, ward; ilr-t ·.·"
presented for allowance by Robert
Small, guardian.
Thomas A. DcCostcr, of Buckdeld, war··!.
first account presente<l for allowance by Fn· I
W. Record, guardian.

count

Franklin Huntress, late of Hiram, de.es*
ed; petition for determination of collateral In
herltance tax presented by John L. HUtrWi

administrator.

Eleanor Whitman, late of Woodstock, >■
ceased; first account presented for allowance bj
George L. Cusbmin, executor.
Christina Record, late of Oxford,decease I.
final account presented for allowance by Geoff*
llazen, executor.
Jacob MrKtcn, late of Paris, decs»
petition for onler to distribute balance rni.t'
Ing in his bands presented by Walter L. i»r»y,

auudulbtrator.

Edward E.

the instant wanted,
and out of the way the
moment you're done.
Such a stove is the New
Perfection Wick Blue
Flame Oil Cook-Stove.
By using it you avoid the
continuous overpowering
heat of a coal fire and cook
with comfort, even in dogdays The

Allen, late of Paris, decea- I;

petition for onler to

lng In his hands,
admlnlatrator.

distribute balance rei"*!»-

presented by James y

Λ

η·

I:
Jacob McKeen, late of Parla, dece*
for allowance by M .».ur
final account
L. Gray, administrator.

prcaented

Κverard H. Bock 1er, of Woodstock. s
minor; petition for license to sell and cover
real estate presented by Alfred R. HendrlckaoB,
guardian.
ADDISON E. HBR&1CK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Renter

it so constructed that it doe· not add perceptibly to the heat of a room.
It diffen from all other oil stove· in its substantial CABINET TOP,
withshelf for wanning platesand keeping cooked food
hot, and drop ahelves for holding small cooking
utensils. Haa every convenience, even to bars for
towels. Three sizes. With or without Cabinet Τop.
If not with your dealer, write our nearest agency.

Lamp,:::; f

gnat light gii

PRO BAT Κ NOTICE».
To all persona Interested In either of the Kitttti
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parle, In tml
for the County of Oxford, on tho thirl Tuesday
April, In the year of our Lord one thou*-.η ι
The following matter
nine hundred and nine.
having been presented for the action thercui" η
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obukkki·
That notice thereof be given to all person- in
tercste^i, by caualng a copy of this or 1er t '«
published three weeks successively In atc
fori Democrat, a newspaper published
Parli, In said County, that they may appear at a
γ,
Probate Court to be held at said Pur!the third Tuesday of Hay, A. D. 1909, .it
of the clock in the forenoon, and be heard there
on If they see cause.

I>orca· A. Jlllsou, late of Oxford, dert .ved; will and petition for probate thereof pre
sented by Stephen D. Jlllson, the executor ti re

NOTICE.

writ· our nearest

>

therein named.

The subscriber hereby Rives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
A. LINCOLN HODGE, late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given

a

PROBATE NOTICES.
all persons Interested In either of the c*ut«·
hereinafter named :
At a 1'robat* Court, at Paris, In vacatl >n. it
and for the County of Oxford, on the Srd
May, In the year of our Lord one th >. .r.-l
nine hundred and nine, the following muter
presented (or the action ti. r·
having :*
hereinafter Indlcavd, It Is hereby ()hi>kkki>
That nolle»- thereof be given to all person !o
terested, by causing a copy of this order ι» ».
uubllshfd three weeks successively In th·' t
th
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at
Paris, in said County, tnat they may appear »: *
'■ '■«
Probate Court to be held at FryeOur#,
flrst Tuesday of June, A. D. 1909, at nine of n t
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon if
they see cause :
Elisabeth A. Davis, late of Denmark, te
ceased; petition for the confirmation of Edw I
J. Egan as trustee under the will of s*l
ceased presented by said Edward J. Egau
ADDISON E. HERRICK.
Judge of said Court
A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Register
To

■

Wick Bine Flame 00 Cook-Stove

they will eliminate the waste matter
from the blood. Impurities depress the
nerves, causing nervous exhaustion and

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United State* t n tie
District of Maine. In bankruptcy.
»
In the matter ot
In Bankruptcy,
LEWIS W. CHILD,
of Hartford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Lewie W. Child, Id the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the M 'lav of
May, A. D. 1900, the said Lewis u Child
was dnly adjudicated bankrupt, and that th. Lr»t
*
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
of the Referee, No. «Market Square, South l'art·,
on the 19th day of May, A. D. 1909, at 1"
In the forenoon, at which time the said cr< :it r·
s
may attend, prove their claims, app'
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and tr»i.»nt
such other ouslnesaas may properly core- before said meetingSouth Paris, May 1. 1909.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankr ,.<r.

■ Susan Π. riiifltn, late of Paris, deeea-ei
will and petition for probate thereof present"!
by KraDk II. Hill, tho executor therein named
Abel F. .Sanborn, late of Fryeburg, dec··
ed;wlll and |>etltlon for probate thereof pre
sented bv Amelia D. Sanborn, the executrix

NEW PERFECTION

Many weak, nervons women have been
restored to health by Foley's Kidney
Remedy aa it atimulatea the kidneys so

Work

J

meeting of his creditors will be held at the
office of the Kofcrec, No. 8 Market Square, South
l'aris, on the 19th day of May, A. D. 1909, at
10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
SoKth Ports, May 1.19ti9.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

at

Styles,

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

of
)
JAMES E. DOW,
] In Bankruptcy,
of Peru, Bankrupt. )
E. Dow, In the
James
of
creditors
To the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 1st day of
May, A. D. 1909. the said James E. Dow was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrwt

on

in all

L. M. TUFTS,

In the matter

that's

Mouldings

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

for Same.

kitchen work

rate· aa low as other lines.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Maine.

stove

principal

in Crayon, Water color,

NORWAY, MAINE.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for the
Id Bankruptcy.
of
Maine.
District

Notice is

sale at

High Grade Portrait

NEAR Ο. T. STATION,

bonds

&

Lowest Prices in Oxford County.

niLLETT,

South Paris,

on

week

Mats, Mirrors

Full line of NEW CARRIAGES,
CARRIAGE FURNISHINGS and
REPAIRS.

E. O.

u.,

and Pictures,

ANSTED ft BURK COMPANY, ViDtrt.
SprrafficM, Okie

Separators,
Gasoline Engines, Etc.

p.

Picture Frames

Mowing Machines,
For Sale at Your Grocer's
Horse Rakes,
N. D. Bolster & Co.
Disc & Tooth Harrows,
Cream

at7

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

prepared

am

furnish

keep It!"

The French before that wild bayonet
charge broke and fled in panic. Montcalm was slain fighting. Five daye later Quebec surrendered. The backbone

Freight

Jeweler and Graduate Optieian.

taken the agency
Farm
the
Osborne

Machinery,

Portland, week day· only
for Boaton.

HILLS,

Having

for

"Governor Dingley" or
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,

Through ticket·
railroad atationa.

When all is said and done on the
cereal food question, the fact remains
that for economy and for results in
health and strength, Quaker Oats stands
first of all. It is the most popular food
in the world among the foods sold in
It
All grocers carry Quaker Oats.
sells at 10c for the regular size package,
25c for the large size family package
and 30c for the family package containing a line piece of china.

•TATOBOOIM «l.OO.

Steamahipa

Returning

greasy foods.

packages.

ΠΒΙΤ CLAM FABE 11.00.

I 35ds.,50cts.,$1.00—AtilldeaJ*rs |

strong?

calm In person commanded
on
Its "upper town' was
the Heights of Abraham, about 800
feet above the St. I^wrence river. The
heights were almost everywhere too
steep to climb, and a heavy guard was
posted along the top.
As It was, Wolfe landed on the Iele
of Orleans, below Quebec, on June 27
He was re-enforced
with 8.0UÛ men.
by force», under Generals Townehend
and Murray. The opening weeks of
the campaign were promising for the
English. They took Tolnt Levi, opposite Quebec, and from It poured a
cannonade Into the city. An attack on
the French position near the base ol
the upper town a few days later resulted In a crushing defeat to the English and the loss of BOO of their men.
Wolfe spent the next two monthe seek-

Portland Division.

laxative.

French and InHis
dian war.
Vent to be
life's greatest hour and its end were
close at hand.
Eat more Quaker Oats. Eat it for
The British government had planned breakfast every day.
This advice is
to close the long war by striking a blow
from all sides as a result of recoming
at the very heart of France's power in cent
experiments on foods to determine
America. Quebec was the chief French
which are the best for strength and enbe
could
It
If
captured
strortghuld.
durance. It has been proved that eaters
Canada must fall and Frances grip on
and such cereals are far
the new world be forever shaken off. of Quaker Oats
But Quebec was considered impossible superior in strength and endurance to
of capture. Commander In Chief Mont- those who rely upon the usual diet of

eon.

Eastern Steals! Cony,

Leave Union Wharf, Boaton,
day· only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.

For children and
adults. Purely
vegetable. In use
since 1851. Reliable stomach
remedy and

ing to a group of
officers a plan
which was des- ceived, raced ahead like an arrow, the
handle
tined to change rider hanging limply orer the

Mabel—So yon and Jack don't apeak.
What's the trouble?
Marjory—We bad a dreadful quarrel
about which loved the other moat.

What will yon take for that Congh you
have Bill? I don't want it, but if I bad it
I would take Bloodine Cough Cheoker.
A 25c. bottle will cure yon.

Tragle Climax of

early autumn
day In 1769, f·*
verlshly explain-

Bloodine The World's Tonic ia the

"New mown hay is a delightful perfume. We sell lots of it."
"Haven't you something with a gasoline odor? I want people to think I own
a motor car, not a horse."

A DEADLY CONTEST.

vllle led. with Cliff a close second
YOUNG man, rick Somerrllle kept the lead throughout
Cliff
unto and came Into the last lap with
almost
When
a few feet behind him.
death, lay on hie only
about tweuty-five yards from the fintent bed on·
ish Somerrllle put on a terrific burst

Free
This sweet pickle will be found quite beet tonic and body builder.
It is delicious Sample by mail for 10c. Address, The
a novelty among pickles.
served with cold fowl or game. It is Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass/

the most obstinate cough
appears. Insist upon having the genuine
Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A. Snurtleff made as follows: One pound of crystal& Co.
lized cherries, one pound of layer raisins,
Tim cucumber pickles.
"I made a terrible mistake yesterday." six dozen tiny
Put a quart of cider vinegar in a por"What was that?"
lined
celain
kettle, add one pound of
"I inadvertently asked Green bow his
sugar and cook to a syrup,
granulated
an
me
and
be
was
kept
on,
getting
with two level teaspoons
Maine. baby
Soutb. Parle,
hour and a half answering the question." seasoning it
each of nntmeg and white pepper, one
mace and one-half a teaBeer Drinkers and others who suffer teaspoon of
In
the syrup
with Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Back spoon of ground cloves. Bring
a boll, then put in the crystallized
▲cbe, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble to
When in want of anything in oar linee give us a call.
when they are plumped, take
can be cured if they will take Bloodine cherries;
and put in the
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY. WE SELL
Blood and Kidney Tablets. 25c. a box, out with a skimmer
mailed by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Bos- raisine, which have been cut in clusters
of two or three raisins each. As soon as
Builders'
ton, Mass.
the raisins are plumped, skim them out
"What would you do if papa should of the syrup and pnt in the tiny Tim
Builders'
die, Charlie?" asked the father before a cucumbers. Let them come to a boil
and then cook them for a minute or two
room fall of company.
Linseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
House Paints,
"Send away the ugly nurse girl and longer. They should be tender but not
Varnishes,
Floor Dressing,
Bam Paints,
soft. Take the cucumbers out of the
the pltty one again."
Floor Finish,
Roof Paints,
Turpentine, get
syrup and fill the glass jars, putting in a
well
and
look
to
want
Brushes.
If
feel-well,
you
layer of cucumberc, then one of cherries,
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
be well, take Foley's Kidney Remedy. and then one of raisins, repeating the
Our paints include Impervious, Heath «L Milligan, and Sberwin-Williaoie.
It tones up the kidneys and bladder, layers until the jars are nearly fall. Then
purifiée the blood and restores health pour the syrup heated boiliDg hot over
con- the
pickles, and seal.—Good HousekeepPiroid Roofing—The beet of all roofings. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't and strength. Pleasant to take and comtains r ο harmful drags. Why not
ing.
try imitations.
à
Co.
mence to-day?
F. A. Shurtleff
The kind that lasts.
make to order.
green Door· and Window Screens—We
I wanted some croutons In a hurry,
like to preThine—I'd
Fluffy
Young
screened
in.
veranda
Regular sises of doors in stock. Have your
and found there was not time to do them
the express on this package.
pay
in the usual way, in the oven. I put the
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
Express Company's Agent—What's
squares of bread in the oorn popper, held
the value?
Call and see them.
wheelbarrows.
first
class
a
few
have
Wheelbarrow·—We
over the hot fire, shaking frequently
Fluffy Young Thing—Nothing, sir. It
Batteries" the j It's a bundle of letters. Fm sending them —and soon bad my croutons.
Telephones and Rlectrical Supplies—We sell "Columbia Ignition
back to him.
best for automobiles and telephones.
I bay sheer white muslin neckties for
Bloodine Liver Pills core Sick Head- twenty-five cents, and cut them in two

catalog

Circus.

vinegar.

they
other top
twenty minutes in a hot

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
bronchitis and
Hoarseness,
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175. troubles are quickly cured by Foley's
to du>· for New Year's present.
Honey and Tar as it soothes and heals
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and the inflamed throat and bronohial tubes
other musical merchandise. Write for
• good trade in musical instruments.

Ceylon

MABSHMALI.OW PUDDING.
College Sentiment.
Soak two dozen marshmallows four
hours in cream flavored with half a cup
Dr. Blank, about twenty years a proof caramelized sugar. Cut an angel cake fessor in the University of Virginia, was
in half crossways. Spread a portion of on the eve of a trip to Europe, to be
In pathetic and
the marehmallow preparation on the absent two years.
lower half of the cake, put on the upper rather harrowing tones he made his
half and cover it with the rest of the farewell address to bis class:
marshmallows. Cover the whole of the
"Yes, I am about to part with you.
cake, or heap on the top only, sweetened This is more than distressing to me.
and seasoned whipped cream. A little Would that there was a window in my
elaboration in the way of a few candied breast, my dear boys, that you might
cherries, violets, or half marshmallows see the innermost recesses of my heart."
A stripling in the rear, seized with a
may be used as a finish. Besides the
faot that it is a delicious dessert, it has happy thought, shouted:
the attraction of being easy enough for a
"Professor, would a pane in the
child to prepare.
stomach do?"

No. 479.—Pictured Bird·.

A. W. Walker & Son,

ALMOST

VJCA.L A LA GB AM AT AN.

juioe

Beginning at 1 and going In regular
order the initial letters of each picture
form the name of one of our presibest of dents.

EDISON
Portland Cement

plumbing.

Recipe·.

A Clown In a

"Tee, I want four men—white

Take six tablespoons of spinach pressed through a sieve. Add this to the
beaten yolks of four eggs and one pint
of rich milk. Beat well, season with
To the natives of Ceylon the sight of a
salt and pepper, set over the fire and stir
labor
until it thickens. When oool put into white man employed atr mannal
astonishment
small fancy molds. Set these in a pan was the source of as much
the circus.
of boiling water over a slow Are to sim- as any of the wonders of
ever seen a
mer until firm.
Turn out carefully and Few of them, indeed, had
heavier tools
serve with a French dressing made with European manipulating
for even the missionone tablespoon of oil to six of lemon than penoil or pen;
be left to split
or
ary, who at home would

TO OWNERS OF DOGS.
Λ11 person· having iloge liable to be taxed in

A

Add»·#:

SPINACH m MOLDS.

The
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
Wanted.
No. 476.—Zigzag.
goods. Call and see this line. Job- All the words described contain the
A situation as an experienced nurse.
No
to.
attended
bing promptly
When rightly
same number of letters.
Write to Mrs. A. E. Townsend, Oxford,
charge for team.
guessed and written one below another
Maine, R. F. D. 1, or telephone E. L.
the zigzag (beginning at the upper left
L. M. Longloy,
Burns, New England 12-4, Oxford and
letter) will spell the name of a
Maine. hand
13tf Morway,
Otistield 14, Oxford.
famous composer.
Cross words: 1. Merry. 2. Healthy.
3. To assemble. 4. A highway. 6. An
angel. G. An apparition. 7. Slender.
8. A tropical fruit. 9. Attempting. 10.

machine work and

Bdttor Homwuto·'
Cold**, Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me.
U toucHed-

ΙΟ Α. X. to 4 P. X.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

torrespondenoe on toploa of Intercet to the ladle·

and stir to a smooth oreamy consistency.
Pour this over the roast and put in the
oven to bake brown.

examined free and all Glasses
warranted
satisfactory.
clean
oild patterns and
At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

HOMEHAKEBS* COLUMN.

If

family use—safe, convenient, economical, and
not with jour dealer,

acy.
Oil Company

IVOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice thai he
has been duly appointed executor of the n»t
will and testament of
ANNIE B. WILSON, lateof Pari·.
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All l*r
sons having demands agalnat the estate of saw
the same for setdeceased are deal red to

present
tlement, and all Indebted thereto arc re>iue«te-i
11 make pavroent Immediately.
WALTER L. GRAY
April40th, 1W».

NOTICE.
he
The aubacriber hereby glvea notice thai
admlnlatrator with
haa been duly
the will annexed of the e»tate of
JOSEl'UlNE E. DUDLEY, late of Woo.Uto.-k,
In the Connty of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bond· as the law directs.
are
demanda against the eatate of said decease ι and
for settlement,
aame
the
desired to present
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
ANSEL DUDLEY
April 20th, 19(9.

appointed

NOTICE.
he
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
οι i·
has been duly appointed administrator
eatate of
ORANGE F. SMALL, late of Parla,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and gue
All penwns ba»i it
bonds aa the law direct».
a
demanda agalnat the eatate of aald deceased
·.
desired to present the aame for settlement,tn»«
to
all Indebted thereto are requested

ROBERTO. SMALL.
V
the people who lite
WALTER L. GRAY, Agent.
UmIm·.
across the road from yon, Raatua, keep
NOTICE.
"Mildred." murmured a fashionable
chickens?
NOTICE.
NOTICE.
The eubecilber hereby give· notice
J'j
young man. sinking on one knee, "for
Rastus—pey keeps some of 'em aah.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he hM has been duly appointed administrator of the
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he hM
four birthday gift I oifer—myself."
been duly Appointed administrator of the been
duly appointed administrator of the
neM.
estate of
"Thank you." was the cold reply, estate of
AM ES S. WIDBER, lateof Dli
B
If you deaire a clear oomplexion take
ANNIE L. GAUTIA, late of Buckfleld.
HKNRY PERKINS, late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased.
the County of Oxford, deceased, and given In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Foley'a Orino Laxative for oouatipation "but I only accept useful •preeentsl',:- In
bonds aa the' law direct». AU peryons having
All persons luring bonds aa the law directe. AU peraona having
dicea*
law
directa.
at
the
bond·
of
it
will
atlmulate
eatate
the
and liver trouble aa
demands
Phlladelphla Inquirer.
£d
demands against the estate of aafd deceased are demands against the estate of said deceased axe are desiredagalnat
to present the -*me for ae«_
these organe and thoroughly oleanae
l
desired to present the same for settlement, and dealred to present tbo same for seulement, and and all Indebted
thereto are requetu?
mate
All
one
thereto
Indebted
what
Indebted
are
to
thereto
which
ia
all
and
are
pajrequested
every
requested to make payyour ayatem,
If you wish to reach the highest, b*
aches, Biliousness, Dizziness, Dyspepsia and hem the ends, making dainty
meat Immediately.
W1DBKBmeat Immediately·
O.
in
to
(Ml
well.
JOHN
order
in
the
for
needa
my baby,
spring
and Constipation. 25c. a box, mailed by inexpensive bonnet strings
H. ALTON PIBKINS.
gin at the lowest—Syrue.
April 30th, 1900. CHA&LKS A. GAUTIA.
I April Kith, 190Θ.
I ?. A. Shurtleff A Co.
with very Utile work.
The Bloodine Co., Ino., Boston, Mua.

The

Stranger—Do

"•iSSKSr·"·

